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ABSTRACT

A longstanding challenge in the field of high-energy-density physics is the devel-

opment of a predictive simulation framework for inertial confinement fusion (ICF)

experiments, which are complex multi-physics systems that span a large range of

length scales and timescales. Computational approaches for modeling these inte-

grated systems often employ simplified or reduced-order models for many of these

physical processes, coupled with numerical multipliers to account for deficiencies in

the physics modeling. For electron heat transport, flux-limiters are often employed in

conjunction with the classical Spitzer-Harm electron conduction model. To address

such deficiencies in electron heat transport modeling, this dissertation evaluates the

effect of nonlocal deviations in the electron heat flux that emerges due to the pres-

ence of steep temperature gradients, as represented by the reduced-order nonlocal

multigroup diffusion model proposed by Schurtz, Nicolai, and Busquet (SNB).

In current direct- and indirect-drive ICF approaches, lasers produce 3ω (353 nm)

light, which delivers the energy required to compress the fusion fuel. In the interac-

tion of laser light with initially solid matter, steep temperature gradients–where non-

local transport is expected–are produced. Historically, laser-irradiated sphere exper-

iments have been used to study laser-plasmas at ICF-relevant conditions, specifically

to study the radiative properties of high-Z elements. To focus on the effect of electron

transport, our computational study focuses on low- to mid-Z spheres where model-

ing uncertainties from radiation transport and non local thermodynamic equilibrium

xvi



(NLTE) atomic kinetics are smaller. In the laser-irradiated sphere, we benchmark a

corrected form of the SNB model against Vlasov-Fokker-Planck kinetic modeling and

find it matches kinetic heat flux predictions within 10%. This is an improvement to

errors up to 40% from SNB heat flux predictions without these corrections. This work

represents the first suite of integrated-modeling comparisons using this form of the

SNB model. Compared to classical transport, we find that nonlocal electron transport

produces a cooler expanded plasma corona due to anomalous heat flux reduction, and

enhanced self X-ray emissions due to anomalous preheat. These nonlocal behaviors

cannot be reproduced from classical electron heat flux predicted by the Spitzer-Harm

model, with or without flux limiters.

Furthermore, when the electron heat transport becomes nonlocal the electron

distribution becomes non-Maxwellian. And at ICF relevant laser intensities non-

Maxwellian electrons are produced by the collisional absorption of laser light and by

parametric laser-plasma-instabilities (LPI). Our approach employs atomic-kinetics

simulations to assess the effect of such non-Maxwellian distributions on the radiative

properties of the plasma from laser-irradiated spheres, using information from Vlasov-

Fokker-Planck kinetic simulations or analytical theory. This approach is applied in

zero-dimensional plasmas, as well as one-dimensional plasma profiles from the laser-

sphere. From one-dimensional comparisons, we find the impact of non-Maxwellian

electrons from nonlocal transport and from collisional laser absorption on the radi-

ation emissions (<1%) and the K−shell line intensities (<10%) is minimal. These

differences may not be experimentally significant, suggesting that the SNB model is

sufficient for modeling electron transport in laser-irradiated spheres. Furthermore,

our approach can be used to assess the effect of non-Maxwellian electrons from other

physical processes, such as a number of LPI effects.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

This chapter describes the motivation and applications of the present work in

the fields of physics and engineering, and outlines the scope of this dissertation .

This research is relevant to inertial confinement fusion efforts within the context of

high-energy-density physics, which is first described and subsequently followed by a

broad description of various physical energy transport mechanisms that feature in this

regime of physics. Of the many physics inherent in these high-energy-density physics

systems, this work primarily focuses upon electron thermal transport. Accordingly,

this chapter features a more detailed discussion of various approaches for calculating

electron heat transport in laser-plasmas modeling. Finally, we provide an overview

of this dissertation, including an outline complete with the objective of each chapter.

1.1 Inertial Confinement Fusion

In high-energy-density (HED) physics, matter is subject to pressures of approx-

imately one million atmospheres or greater (& 1 Mbar) [3]. Fundamentally, the

transition to the HED regime occurs when the applied pressures are comparable to

the internal energy of molecules and atoms. This enables matter to ionize, leading

to a plasma state composed of liberated, negatively-charged electrons and positively-

charged ions as opposed to neutral particles. Compared to neutral states of matter,
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collective effects from Coulomb interactions significantly influence the behavior and

evolution of plasmas [4]. Additional avenues of energy transport emerge from the

new-founded motility of electrons [5] and from the radiative fluxes that scale strongly

with temperature [6]. Intrinsically, equations of state (EOS) become more complex

due to additional thermodynamic degrees of freedom from ionization and other mech-

anisms. Figure 1.1 shows the regimes of high-energy-density plasmas, which span a

broad parameter space over 16+ orders of magnitude in mass density, and 10+ orders

of magnitude in temperature. Within this HED landscape exist processes that drive

nuclear fusion, both in laboratory experiments and in the cosmos.

Nuclear fusion is a reaction where multiple atomic nuclei combine to form a heav-

ier nucleus and subatomic particles. This reaction fuses lighter elements (beginning

with hydrogen) into heavier elements and is exothermic, i.e. excess energy is released,

for atoms lighter than iron. The fusion reaction requires overcoming the electrostatic

force that repels like-charged atomic nuclei, necessitating very high pressures and

temperatures. Within the universe, conditions that can sustain persistent nuclear

fusion occur at the core of stars, facilitated by the gravitational force that entrains

and compresses the (fusing) star matter. The synthesis of elements by nuclear fusion

also occurs in more dynamic, transient astrophysical events such as supernovae core-

collapse [7], and neutron star mergers [8]. Here on Earth, nuclear fusion occurs–if

we neglect thermonuclear weaponry tests–in laboratory fusion energy experiments.

Work in this area focuses on the merger of deuterium and tritium (isotopes of hy-

drogen), which is easiest [9]. If this fusion reaction can be controlled and sustained,

the released energy could be harnessed to produce electric power from the burning

fusion “fuel”. Largely, the field of fusion research is composed of two approaches in

the attempt to produce conditions to sustain nuclear fusion: magnetic confinement

fusion (MCF), and inertial confinement fusion (ICF). In the ICF concept, the con-

finement and heating of deuterium-tritium to the conditions necessary for fusion is
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driven by the fuel’s mass inertia. A number of ICF approaches exist, reliant on ei-

ther lasers [10] or–perhaps a little confusingly–on magnetic fields [11] to generate the

pressures necessary to accelerate and compress the fusion fuel over typically a few

nanoseconds. An example of magnetic ICF is the pulsed Z-pinch, where an axial cur-

rent generates an azimuthal magnetic field and radially inward force that impulsively

compresses a cylinder of fusion fuel[12]. This is in contrast to magnetic confinement

fusion approaches such as tokamak devices, where the electromagnetic force instead

confines and heats the fusion fuel for hundreds of seconds [13]. Furthermore, there ex-

ist magneto-inertial fusion approaches that combine the compressional heating of ICF

with the confinement of heat-carrying particles from MCF in designs that operate on

the timescale of hundreds of nanoseconds to microseconds [14][15]. However the work

in this dissertation is most relevant to laser ICF. There are a number of laser ICF

schemes, but the two main approaches are laser direct-drive and laser indirect-drive,

which are shown in Figure 1.2.

In direct-drive ICF, a spherical capsule is directly irradiated by overlapping laser

beams [17]. The spherical capsule is a hollow sphere, composed of an outer shell of

ablator material such as plastic, beryllium, or high-density carbon, followed by an

internal shell layer of cryogenically frozen deuterium-tritium fuel. The irradiating

lasers are absorbed on the outer shell surface, ablating the ablator and generating

high temperatures and pressures on the capsule exterior. By modulating the laser

pulse shape, a series of shocks are launched through the capsule, compressing and

accelerating the shell inwards until it stagnates, forming a hot spot with densities

of ∼ 102 g/cm3 and temperatures of hundreds of millions of degrees Kelvin. In the

indirect-drive ICF [18] approach, the fuel capsule is also shock compressed. However

as the name suggests, the irradiating lasers do not directly implode the fuel capsule.

Instead, the fuel capsule is placed inside a hollow cylinder called a hohlraum, whose

inner walls are composed of a high-Z material such as gold. Lasers enter the hohlraum
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Figure 1.1: The regimes of high-energy-density (HED) plasmas. In the the map,
warmer colors correspond to higher pressures and cooler colors to lower pressures. The
black line outlines pressures of approximately 1 Mbar, demarcating HED and non-
HED regimes. Reproduced with permission. (Figure taken from National Academy of
Sciences report on Plasma Science, 2021) [16]

from the open ends and irradiate the gold walls. As the gold heats, it re-radiates the

absorbed laser energy as X-rays, producing a uniform, hot radiation bath inside the

hohlraum, which heats and compresses the fuel capsule.

Globally, a plethora of universities, institutions, and facilities engage in experi-

ments studying the physics of laser inertial confinement fusion. However, this list

narrows to a select few facilities–and experiments–which can actually produce signif-

icant fusion energy yields. Internationally, experiments are performed on the Laser

Mégajoule (LMJ) at the Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique (CEA) near Bordeaux,

France [20], on the GEKKO XII laser at the Institute for Laser Engineering (ILE)

of Osaka University in Osaka, Japan [21], on the ISKRA-5 laser in Russia [22], and

on the ShenGuang(DivineLight)-III laser facility at the Laser Fusion Research Center

(RCLF) of the China Academy of Engineering Physics (CAEP) in Sichuan, China
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of direct-drive (right) and indirect-drive (left) inertial con-
finement fusion schemes. The first three panels at the bottom show cross-sections
of the capsule at different stages of the capsule compression: first during ablation
and shocking, then during capsule compression, and finally at minimum radius dur-
ing stagnation. The final panel shows a closer cross-sectional view of the capsule at
stagnation. This process is largely similar between the direct and indirect-drive con-
finement fusion approaches. Reproduced with permission. (Figure taken from Inertial
Fusion with Lasers by R. Betti and O.A. Hurricane) [19]

[23]. In the United States, laser-driven ICF experiments are performed on two fa-

cilities: the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [24] at Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, and the OMEGA laser [25] in the Omega Laser Facility at the Labora-

tory for Laser Energetics of the University of Rochester. The NIF is a megajoule-class

laser facility that can (nominally) produce 1.8 MJ of 3ω frequency laser energy from

192 Neodynium:glass (Nd:Glass) lasers. The beams are oriented such that they enter

the facility’s target chamber from the North-South in four cones–two inner and two

outer–at angles of 23◦, 30◦, 44◦, and 50◦ with respect to the vertical axis. Indirect-

drive experiments are performed on the NIF, heating the interior hohlraum walls
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with laser energy over tens of nanoseconds, with laser irradiances ranging from 1014

W/cm2 to a few times 1015 W/cm2 [26][18]. Direct-drive ICF experiments are also

performed on the NIF in a polar direct-drive configuration [27][28]. Otherwise, the

majority of direct-drive ICF experiments are performed on the OMEGA laser, which

features 60 uniformly spherically distributed beams that produce 30 kJ of 3ω laser

light. This energy is delivered over about one nanosecond to a fusion capsule, result-

ing in comparable laser intensities of 1014 − 1015 W/cm2 to ICF experiments on the

NIF.

In 1955, John D. Lawson [29] identified the minimum required confinement con-

ditions for sustained nuclear fusion from energy balance calculations, now referred to

as the Lawson criterion. This criterion is related to a (semi-)steady state power gain

product known as the Lawson parameter, defined as nτe where n is the fuel density

and τe is the fuel confinement time. Alternative forms are more commonly used for

present laboratory fusion efforts. For example, MCF schemes use the fusion triple

product, defined as nTτe [9] where T is the fuel temperature. And for ICF schemes,

“p-tau”, defined as pτE where p is the fuel pressure [19], is used. Both of these prod-

ucts have the same physical dimensions (m−3 keV s) and, so, are analogous. From the

perspective of achieving successful ignition of the fusion fuel, these parameters must

exceed a threshold (i.e., the Lawson criterion) to sustain continuous nuclear “burn”.

In other words, in a successful fusion design the fuel must be contained at sufficiently

extreme conditions (in temperature-density or pressure) for a sufficient amount of

time.

Furthermore, the Lawson parameter is useful as a unifying metric for evaluating

and comparing different fusion approaches. Figure 1.3 shows the experimentally in-

ferred niTiτe triple products from various fusion facilities utilizing laser ICF, magnetic

ICF, or MCF approaches. Additionally, predicted triple products from two yet to be

completed tokamak facilities, the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
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Figure 1.3: Experimentally inferred peak triple products of fusion experiments versus
fuel ion temperature [32]. The colored lines indicate contours for values of QMCF

sci , the
scientific gain ratio of produced fusion energy versus externally applied power. The
black curve indicates the Lawson parameters required to achieve hot-spot ignition
from ICF approaches. Reproduced with permission.

(ITER) in France [30], and the Soonest/Smallest Possible Affordable, Robust, Com-

pact (SPARC) fusion reactor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

Plasma Science and Fusion Center (PSFC) [31], are also shown in this figure. Ignor-

ing these speculative data points, laser ICF indirect-drive experiments on the NIF

have achieved the highest triple product values and correspondingly highest fusion

yields within the laboratory fusion landscape.

And now–in 2023–is an exciting time in the field of inertial fusion research. On

the NIF, on August 8th, 2021 an experiment produced 1.35 MJ of fusion energy from
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1.9 MJ of laser energy, which was the first evidence of controlled laboratory fusion

beyond ignition [33][34][35] and approximately eightfold increase in gain over previ-

ous experiments[36]. In Figure 1.3 the triple product for this experiment, referred

to as shot N210808, is indicated by the most North-East black x symbol. Then, on

December 5th, 2022, an experiment with 2.05 MJ input laser energy produced 3.15

MJ of fusion energy [37], producing the first net energy gain from fusion reactions.

And in July of 2023, that experiment was repeated and produced 3.88 MJ of fusion

energy [38]. Naturally, the goal is to move beyond even such landmark achievements.

However, extending research in ICF modeling requires advancing from the current

parameter space of experimental and modeling data with more predictive simula-

tions. As an integrated ICF experiment is a complex, multi-physics environment, the

development of this enhanced predictive simulation framework requires a sufficiently

accurate description of these various physical processes.

1.1.1 The Equations of Radiation Hydrodynamics

Presently, the standard approach for computational simulations of integrated ICF

experiments utilizes a fluid approximation, coupled with models for the other impor-

tant physical processes that exist in ICF systems. Figure 1.4 provides a schematic

of various physical processes relevant to ICF experiments within HYDRA, a multi-

physics ICF code developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [39]. At

the core of this computational modeling effort of ICF experiments are the equations of

radiation-hydrodynamics [3]. Assuming the continuum approximation is valid, that

viscous effects are negligible and that there are no magnetic fields, these equations
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describe the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (1.1)

∂ρu

∂t
+∇ · [ρuu + I(pi + pe + pR)] = 0, (1.2)

∂ET
∂t

+∇ · [(ET + pe + pi + pR)u)] = −∇ · (Qe + FR) + SL, (1.3)

where ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity vector, and pi, pe, and pR are the ionic,

electric, and radiative contributions to the fluid pressure, respectively. In radiation-

hydrodynamics modeling the fluid density, ρ, only considers the ion mass and ignores

the mass of electrons, which are ≈ 1836 times less massive than protons. Qe is the

electron heat flux and FR is the radiation heat flux, and SL is an external source

term representing laser heating. The ion species can also transport heat, however

this is not considered in the equations of radiation-hydrodynamics because ions have

smaller velocities at the same temperature (or mean kinetic energy), so the heat flux

is smaller by factor ∼
√
mi/me where mi and me are the ion and electron masses.

ET = is the total energy, defined as

ET = Ei + Ee + ER +
1

2
ρuu, (1.4)

or as the sum of the internal energy contributions of ions, electrons, the radiation field,

and the ion kinetic energy. In high-energy-density plasmas, it is not uncommon for

the separate species that compose the plasma to have different temperatures (Te 6=

Ti 6= TR) due to discrepancies between the rate of energy transport within each

species and the rate of energy transport between various species. This is equivalent

to disparate energy densities for each species, which necessitates separating Equation
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of important physics present within the HYDRA radiation-
hydrodynamics ICF code [39]. Reproduced with permission.

1.3 into three energy equations:

∂Ei
∂t

+∇ · (Eiu) + pi∇ · u =
NkB
τie

(Te − Ti), (1.5)

∂Ee
∂t

+∇ · (Eeu) + pe∇ · u = −∇ ·Qe +
NkB
τie

(Ti − Te) + c(κPER − κEBe) + SL,

(1.6)

∂ER
∂t

+∇ · (ERu) + pR∇ · u = −∇ · FR − c(κPER − κEBe), (1.7)

where here coupling terms facilitate the energy exchange between the different plasma

components. Energy exchange between the electrons and ions occurs through Coulomb

collisions, represented with coupling coefficient NkB/τei where N is the total particle

number density, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and τei is the electron-ion relaxation

time. The radiation field exchanges energy with the electrons via both absorption and

emission, where κP is the Planck opacity, κE is the absorption opacity, c is the speed of
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light, Be = aRT
4
e is the blackbody (Planckian) energy density, aR = 4σ/c is the radia-

tion constant, and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For convenience, these radia-

tion transport and energy exchange terms are written integrated through the radiation

spectrum, but typically radiation transport approaches use a multi-group approach to

preserve the frequency-specific details of the radiation field [6]. Here, an equation of

state (EOS) is necessary to establish a closure relation between the fluid pressure and

internal energy. The simplest approach would be to assume an ideal gas formulation,

with pressure-temperature relation pe + pi = [ρkBTe/(Amp) + ρZkBTi/(Amp)] and

Ee + Ei = (pe + pi)/(γ − 1) where kB is the Boltzmann constant, A is the atomic

number, mp is the proton mass, Z is the average ionization, and γ = cP/cV is the

adiabatic index. But more sophisticated equations of state consider additional effects

such as Coulomb interactions, electron degeneracy, and pressure ionization, to name

a few, and are also applicable across different phases of matter (e.g. solid, liquid).

And so in practice, tabulated equations of states are used in ICF simulations. Some

examples of commonly used tables are the SESAME tables from Los Alamos National

Laboratory [40], PrOpacEOS tables from PrismSPECT [41], and LEOS tables from

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [42].

1.1.2 The Laser-Plasma Ablation Front

Consider the interaction of a laser with a solid material. As the laser propagates

through the matter, energy is absorbed into free electrons, up until the laser frequency

ω equals the electron plasma frequency ωpe, after which the electrons resonate with the

light wave[43]. Equivalently, for a laser of coherent frequency there is a critical density

nc beyond which the laser light does not propagate into higher density material. For

3ω lasers on the NIF and OMEGA, nc ∼ 9× 1021 cm−3. For fully ionized beryllium

(Z = 4), this corresponds to mass density ρ ∼ 0.03 g/cm3 or below solid density.

In such a situation, the material is asymmetrically heated to a plasma state on the
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laser-side surface. The pressure generated by the laser-heating expands the heated

plasma away from the free-surface and simultaneously drives a shock that compresses

and accelerates the denser material. The resulting structure is a laser-plasma ablation

front, a key progenitor of direct-drive and indirect-drive ICF systems. Accordingly,

it is useful to consider challenges in modeling physical processes associated with ICF

experiments in the context of laser-ablation fronts.

Figure 1.5 shows a profile of a laser-ablation front, taken from a 1D-spherical HY-

DRA radiation-hydrodynamics simulation of a copper (Z = 29) sphere illuminated

with laser irradiance 1015 W/cm2. Here, the laser propagates directionally from far

radii towards the origin, through the ablated plasma up the density gradient until it

reaches the critical density nc at approximately r = 470 µm. At these laser inten-

sities, the most efficient laser energy deposition mechanism is the collisional inverse

bremsstrahlung (IB) [43] absorption process, which can describe the energy depo-

sition from SL in Equation 1.6 to the electron internal energy, Ee. However, ICF

laser intensities and plasma conditions can exceed thresholds necessary for significant

contributions from other laser-plasma interactions (LPI) that complicate the laser

description. Generally, these LPI effects modify how energy is deposited into the

plasma. More specifically, LPI affects the total energy deposition from the laser,

affects where energy is deposited in the plasma, and generates high energy electrons.

In the underdense plasma where the laser deposits energy, the ion, electron and

radiation temperatures diverge. In this region, the plasma departs from local thermo-

dynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions and is NLTE. In LTE conditions, the plasma

ionization distributions can be calculated with the Saha equation (i.e. Boltzmann

statistics) as functions of the local density and temperature, which can then be used

to calculate absorption and emission opacities. However in NLTE regions it is neces-

sary to consider the effect of both the plasma properties (ρ, T ) and the radiation field

(TR) on the atomic charge distributions. Consequently, the atomic kinetics are calcu-
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Figure 1.5: 1D profile of laser-ablation front from a 1D-spherical HYDRA radiation-
hydrodynamics simulation. The laser is propagating from right-to-left towards the
origin. The dashed-orange vertical line demarcates the local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (LTE) and nLTE portions of the plasma.

lated by employing a collision-radiative model, consisting of a series of rate equations

for each population state that incorporates descriptions of various processes through

which electrons and photons interact with ions. This is highly challenging as the

number of electron energy states and their transitions increases orders of magnitude

with Z (which increases computational expense) [44]. Collision-radiative approaches

are necessary to calculate appropriate plasma ionizations, absorption and emission

opacities, as well as EOS [45] in NLTE conditions.

At densities greater than nc, the laser SL does not deposit energy, and instead

energy is transported into the denser plasma via electron heat and radiative transport.

In Figure 1.5, one can see that there exists a double humped temperature and density

profile, known as a double-ablation front [46]. This emerges because of the delineation

of dominant energy transport mechanisms in different parts of the plasma. In the

denser part of the plasma, the radiation transport from the plasma self-emission
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dominates, whereas in the less dense plasma up to nc, electron thermal transport

dominates.

In the context of the laser-ablation front, the indirect- and direct-drive approaches

aim to preferentially convert the absorbed laser energy into radiation energy or into

hydrodynamic (kinetic) energy, respectively. For the indirect-drive approach, a higher

atomic number (Z) element is chosen for the hohlraum wall material in order to

more efficiently convert the laser energy into plasma internal energy, coupled with

a thicker layer of material (towards the semi-infinite wall limit) to minimize kinetic

energy from hydrodynamic motion. For direct-drive, a thin layer of low-Z material

is chosen, such that the laser energy generates large ablation pressures ∼ 100 MBar

on the capsule surface, which shocks and accelerates the fuel capsuke. Integral to

both approaches is electron heat transport, which is the mechanism for both heating

the radiative material, or increasing the material pressure beyond nc in order to drive

shock acceleration. Electron transport models, which are the focus of this dissertation,

are therefore critical to studies of laser-plasmas and of ICF.

1.2 Classical Electron Thermal Transport

The work in this dissertation focuses on electron thermal transport, so a detailed

overview is given here. In the microscopic view of a plasma, heat is carried by electrons

at the rate (1
2
mev

2
e) × ve where the parenthetical term here represents the electron

particle kinetic energy, me is the electron mass, and ve is the electron velocity. From

the macroscopic fluid perspective, electron thermal transport–in its simplest form–is

represented by Fick’s Law:

Qe = −κ∇T, (1.8)

where heat flows diffusively, proportional to the material thermal conductivity κ and

to the temperature gradient ∇T . This behavior is described with Fick’s Law as
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opposed to Fourier’s Law because fundamentally the heat flux emerges from carried

by the transport of electrons (particles) with thermal energy. For plasmas, when the

thermal conductivity κ and thusQe are solely dependent only upon local conditions at

x, this process is referred to as classical electron transport. While a local description

for electron transport is very useful, such an expression for electron heat transport is

not necessarily justifiable because of the emergence of steep temperature gradients in

laser-plasmas at conditions relevant to ICF, and so its limits must be considered. To

do so, we begin with the Boltzmann transport equation for particle species s:

∂fs
∂t

+ v · ∇fs +
F

ms

∇vfs =

(
∂fs
∂t

)

C

, (1.9)

where fs = fs(x,v, t) is the velocity distribution function in units of particle number

density at position x and time t with velocity v, ms is the particle mass, F represents

all forces acting on the particle, and the expression on the right-hand side describes

the rate of change of fs from binary collisions. One can think of the Boltzmann

equation as a continuity equation in seven dimensions that describes the evolution of

the number of particles at a given position and velocity (x,v) subject to the net flux of

particles with velocity v into that position, the flux of particles at x accelerated by the

force F to velocity v, and finally the net production of particles at (x,v) by collisions

via the right-hand side. If the considered species are the free electrons (s = e) within

a plasma, the dominant force is the Lorentz force FL = q(E + v × B) where q is

the electronic charge, E is the electric field, and B is the magnetic field. A further

assumption of a collisionless plasma reduces Equation 1.9 to the Vlasov equation.

But if rather one assumes that the effect of collisions is retained and dominated by

Coulomb interactions, one yields the kinetic Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) equation:

∂fs
∂t

+ v · ∇fs +
qs
ms

(E + v ×B)∇v · fs = Cs(fs), (1.10)
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where here the right-hand collision operator Cs(fs) describes the effect of inter- and

intra-species particle collisions between electrons and ions in a plasma in aggregate as

opposed to binary collisions in the case of the Boltzmann equation. This operator can

be represented with various formulations, but typically consists of terms representing

electron-ion and electron-electron collisions Cs = Cei + Cee, and principally shifts fs

towards the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, fs,MB(v) =
(

ms

2πkBTs

)3/2

e
− msv

2

2kBTs , where

kB is the Boltzmann constant and Ts is the thermodynamic temperature, and v = |v|.

In principle, a kinetic computational approach using the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck

equation could be used to model an ICF system, providing the advantage of con-

sidering non-Maxwellian (or non-fluid) effects in the plasma. However, kinetic ap-

proaches face significant challenges with respect to radiation-hydrodynamics modeling

for ICF simulations. Present ICF experiments are on timescales of the order of tens

of nanoseconds (10−8 s) and spatial scales up to millimeters (10−3 m), while kinetic

timescales are on the order of the electron-ion collision timescale ν−1
ei ∼ 10−16 s for

ICF implosions, and spatial scales on the order of the electron inertial length ∼ 10−9

m at solid densities [47]. Furthermore, kinetic simulations must be discretized in

velocity space, which adds both additional computational cost and increased storage

requirements from the increased dimensionality. For specific ICF concepts like fast

ignition [48] and shock ignition [49], kinetic effects are important, and VFP studies

have been performed to study the latter [50]. But for typical ICF modeling, it is

preferable to supersede a kinetic representation for electrons by assuming they follow

a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This leads to a fairly straightforward connection

from fe to ne, Te as the zero and second velocity moments of fe respectively. However,

calculating the heat flux Qe, or third velocity moment of fe, requires a little more

work.
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1.2.1 Spitzer-Harm Thermal Conduction

With the appropriate assumptions, the kinetic equations can be solved and in-

tegrated across velocity space to yield an analytic expression for the heat flux Qe.

This is the case for Spitzer-Harm theory [5], which is derived from the VFP equations

for a nearly uniform, unmagnetized (B = 0) plasma, constant in density (ne), and

slowly varying in electron temperature (Te) in the x-direction. In the diffusion limit,

the kinetic modeling of the electron distribution can be approximated by f = f0 + f1

where f0 is isotropic, and f1 is a small, anisotropic perturbation. Here specifically, it

is assumed that f is defined up to first-order as

f(v) = f0(v) + f1(v) cos θ, (1.11)

where f0(v) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and f1(v)cosθ is the first-order

perturbation to f . The polar angle θ is defined with respect to the direction x of

the temperature gradient. Intuitively, this can be viewed as a Legendre expansion

of the electron distribution function up to the first harmonic, with first-order correc-

tions to the symmetric zeroth-order function (the Maxwelllian) from f1 largest when

considering positions parallel to x, e.g., in the direction of the temperature gradient.

Like any other linear expansion, this definition for f is valid provided the truncation

at first-order is justified, or f0(v) � f1(v). We note that in the calculation of the

heat flux Qe the contribution of f0 does not generate any heat transport since it

is symmetric; the electron heat flux therefore emerges from the third-order velocity

moment of f1.

Next it is assumed that electron-ion collisions dominate. In this limit where

electron-electron collisions are negligible, and Shkarofsky et al. [4] show that the
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electron-ion collision term then reduces to a simple relaxation rate of

Cei(f) = −
(
niY

v3

)
(f − f0) = −

(
niY

v3

)
f1 cos θ, (1.12)

where ni is the ion density, Y = 4π(Ze2/me)
2lnΛ, Z is the average ionization of the

plasma, e is the electric charge, me is the electron mass, and ln Λ = 1
2
ln(1+b2

max/b
2
min)

is the Coulomb logarithm, and bmin,max are cutoff limits on the impact parameter for

Coulomb scattering. The maximum impact parameter bmax is defined as the Debye-

Huckel screening length λDH =
√

kBTe
4πnee2

. Using this approximation for the collision-

operator as well as the form of the EDF given in Equation 1.11 substituted into

Equation 1.10, and keeping terms proportional to cos θ, yields

∂f1

∂t
+ v

∂f0

∂x
− eE

me

∂f0

∂v
= −−niY

v3
f1. (1.13)

Assuming steady-state conditions (�
��

0
∂f1
∂t

), Equation 1.13 can be rearranged for f1:

f1 = − v3

niY

(
v
∂f0

∂x
− eE

me

∂f0

∂v

)
, (1.14)

where f1 is defined proportional to derivatives of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

f0 and the electric field E. Finally, it is assumed that in the steady-state the elec-

tron velocity distribution induces zero net-current despite the flow of heat-carrying

electrons in x, or Jx = −e
∫
vxf(v)dv = 0. Similar to the the electron heat flux, the

current Jx only depends upon f1, which yields

∫
v3f1(v)dv =

∫
v6

(
v
∂f0

∂x
− eE

me

∂f0

∂v

)
dv = 0, (1.15)
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within the integral. This expression can be rearranged to define the electric field as

eE = −me

∫
∂f0
∂x
v7dv

6
∫
f0v5dv

, (1.16)

yielding the Spitzer electric field eE = −kBTe( 1
ne

∂ne

∂x
+ 5

2
1
Te

∂Te
∂x

) or simply eE =

−5
2
∂kBTe
∂x

assuming negligible (electron) density gradients. Penultimately, substitut-

ing this expression of eE into Equation 1.14 as well as the appropriate derivatives of

f0, ∂f0/∂x and ∂f0/∂v, yields the fully defined first-order anisotropy of the electron

velocity distribution function as

f1 = f0
v4

2niY kBTe

[
8− mev

2

kBTe

]
∂kBTe
∂x

. (1.17)

The directional heat flux along x is defined as

Q =

∫ (
1

2
mev

2

)
v cos θf1 cos θd3v. (1.18)

Here, all that is required is the substitution of f1 with the definition given in Equation

1.17 and then fully integrating in v. Ultimately, this yields the Spitzer-Harm heat

flux:

QSH =
16
√

2

π3/2

(kBTe)
5/2

Ze4m
1/2
e lnΛ

∂kBTe
∂x

= −κSH
∂kBTe
∂x

. (1.19)

This analytic expression of the heat flux follows Fick’s Law in Equation 1.8, with the

gradient term ∇ · (kBTe) is given in terms of electron energy kBTe instead of electron

temperature, and the conductivity κe is defined with respect to fluid quantities. The

thermal conductivity κSH scales with the plasma temperature T 5/2
e . This is consistent

with analytical thermal conductivities calculated by Chapman and Cowling from

the Boltzmann equation [51], which is more generally defined as κth ∝ T s, where

s = 1
2
+ 2
ν−1

and ν is dependent upon the behavior of the dominant/aggregate repelling

force between molecules F/r−ν . For an ideal gas (i.e., a neutral gas) there is no field
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force. Instead inter-particle interactions are dominated by elastic collisions such that

ν → ∞ and s = 1/2. For HED plasmas the electrostatic force is dominant, which

behaves in accordance to the inverse-square law F/r2, predicting the s = 5/2 scaling

characteristic of Spitzer-Harm theory. At first glance, it appears that the heat flux

is independent of density ne (which is also predicted by Chapman and Cowling [51]).

Physically, this can be interpreted as a perfect balance between the increase in heat-

carrying particles and decrease in particle characteristic mean-free-path as density

increases. However upon closer inspection it is evident that density effects on the

thermal conductivity κSH are extant within the definition of the Coulomb logarithm,

lnΛ. The electron temperature also affects ln Λ; however this influence is small

compared to the power-law scaling of κSH with Te.

For the derivation of classical heat flux, the assumption of a simple-relaxation

collision-operator following Shkarofsky et al. [4] neglects the effect of electron-electron

collisions. This effect–particularly for lower-Z plasmas–cannot be realistically dis-

counted. To assess the Spitzer-Harm model, the analytical Spitzer conductivities

were compared with kinetics simulations that do indeed include electron-electron col-

lisions [52]. These kinetic calculations numerically solve the VFP equations for f

from a uniform (Z, ne) plasma with small temperature gradient, and then numeri-

cally integrate the third velocity-moment of f to yield thermal conductivities. From

these studies it is found that Spitzer conductivities agree very well with kinetic con-

ductivities accounting for electron-electron collisions, provided the introduction of an

analytic Z-dependent correction factor, the expression of which is determined from

fitting to the VFP thermal conductivities. One such form is proposed by Sanmartin et

al [53], defined as g(Z) = Z/(Z+ 11/3). Another is proposed by Epperlein and Short

[52], defined as ξ(Z) = (Z+0.24)/(Z+4.2). As shown in Figure 1.6 reproduced from

Brodrick et al. [2], both Z-dependent factors are reasonable adjustments for the elec-

tron conductivity in comparison with kinetic calculations. For this dissertation, it is
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of Z-dependent conductivity factors ξ(Z) = (Z+ 0.24)/(Z+
4.2) (green) and g(Z) = Z/(Z+ 11/3) compared to numerical calculations (triangles)
from Brodrick et al. [2]. Reproduced with permission.

noteworthy that the latter term ξ(Z) features prominently in the reduced-order non-

local Schurtz-Nicolai-Busquet (SNB) model by Schurtz et al. [1], which is extensively

employed in Chapters 2 and 3.

With respect to Spitzer-Harm theory, Lee and More [54] proposed an improved

thermal conductivity model for dense plasmas, which employs a definition of ln Λ

incorporating the effects of electron degeneracy, ion-ion correlations, and electron

neutral scattering in addition to the standard contribution from the Debye-Huckel

screening length. Figure 1.7 compares the thermal conductivities of Spitzer-Harm

theory with the Lee-More model for aluminum at densities 0.215 g/cm3 and 2.5

g/cm3, showing that the Lee-More model predicts conductivities at lower electron

temperatures closer to those from numerical calculations, while Spitzer-Harm con-

ductivities are incorrect by a factor of O(10). At higher temperatures (Te > 100 eV)

Spitzer-Harm and Lee-More behave similarly: both predicting nonlinear (κth ∝ T
5/2
e )
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heat fluxes solely dependent upon local plasma conditions. However as temperature

gradients become large such that the characteristic diffusive length-scale becomes

large relative to the temperature length scale, such descriptions for the heat flux

prove insufficient.

1.2.1.1 Moments of the f1 Anisotropy

To understand the limits and consequently the classical expression for the electron

heat flux, it is instructive to examine the normalized first-order correction to the

Maxwellian EDF, f1/f0. Equation 1.17 can be rewritten for f1/f0 as

f1

f0

=
1√
2π

(
8
v4

v4
th

− v6

v6
th

)
λei
LT

, (1.20)

where λei = 128
√

2π (kBTe)2

nee4ln Λ
is the electron mean-free-path (mfp), LT = Te/|∂Te∂x

| is

the temperature gradient scale-length, and vth =
√
kBTe/me is the electron thermal

velocity. The ratio of the heat-carrying electron mfp to the scale-length of the tem-

perature gradient λei/LT is also referred to as the Knudsen number, a dimensionless

number that ideally is small (λei/LT � 1) for the diffusion approximation of electron

transport to be valid. Figure 1.8 shows the velocity dependence of f1/f0, here also

normalized by λei/LT , which exhibits a local maxima at v/vth ∼ 2.3. Intuitively,

it appears appropriate to require that |f1/f0| < 0.1 or similar proportion, as this

enforces the “smallness” of f1, which is required to justify the truncation of the dis-

tribution function to first-order within Spitzer-Harm theory. But for most kinetic

studies of electron transport, instead it is required that |f1/f0| < 1. This simply

states that the EDFs defined by f0 + f1 must be physical, because f1 > f0 suggests

the production of negative density populations. At v/vth = 2.3, this imposes the limit

of λei/LT < 0.033. However as the electron velocity increases the v6 dependency of f1

on f0 becomes the dominant behavior, and the distribution f1 becomes increasingly
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Figure 1.7: Thermal conductivity of aluminum versus the electron temperature for
mass densities of (a) 0.215 g/cm3 and (b) 2.5 g/cm3. The solid curve here is the elec-
tron conductivity model from Lee & More, which improves conductivity predictions
to be closer to numerical calculations (circles) compared to Spitzer-Harm theory at
lower plasma temperatures. Reproduced with permission. [54]
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Figure 1.8: The ratio of the first-order perturbation to the Maxwellian and the Knud-
sen number, f1(v)

f0(v)
/
(
λei
LT

)
. At v/vth = 2.3 this ratio is ∼ 30, and around the maximum

contribution of f1v
5 to the heat flux at v/vth = 3.7 this ratio is ∼ 420.

negative as v increases. It is evident that no limit on λei/LT prevents this behavior.

Figure 1.9 shows the first-order anisotropy f1 as well as the first and third velocity

moments of f1, corresponding to the velocity-dependent contribution to the electric

current and heat flux respectively. While it was observed in Figure 1.8 that f1/f0

becomes largely negative, here it is evident that f1 is largest at vth ∼ 2, and has a

local minimum after becoming negative at vth ∼ 3.7. This is because the exponential

Maxwell-Boltzmann function for f0 decreases much more rapidly with velocity than

the proportional increase of the first-order perturbation |f1/f0|.

The first velocity moment reflects the distribution that yields the electric current

(j = e
∫
v3f1(v)dv). This has been already integrated over velocity directions per-

pendicular to the the temperature gradient in x . This distribution satisfies the zero

current condition and it is evident that this results from two comparable counter-

propagating electric currents. The first current is composed of a larger, slower pop-
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Figure 1.9: The normalized functions here are defined as ¯F (v) = F (v)/max(|F (v)|).
Shown are the first-order correction f̄1 (blue) defined from Spitzer-Harm theory from
Equation 1.17, the first velocity moment current j̄x ∼ v3f1 and the third velocity
moment heat flux q̄x ∼ v5f1 plotted against the normalized velocity v/vth.

ulation with peak near v/vth = 2, balanced by the second electric current produced

by a smaller, faster population near the peak at v/vth = 3.7. Moving to the third

velocity moment which represents the heat flux distribution qe [also integrated in ve-

locity components perpendicular to the heat flux, and represented as ∼ v5f1(v)], it is

apparent that the higher velocity portion of f1 gives the largest contribution to the

heat flux (again here centered around v/vth ∼ 3.7), while the lower velocity electrons

returns a small portion of the outgoing heat back to the plasma. In accordance with

this observed behavior, the lower velocity portion of the anisotropic distribution f1 is

aptly referred to as the cold return current.

From inspecting the third velocity moment, one can surmise that the first-order

anisotropy should be small enough so that the derived expression for f1 is appropriate

at electron velocities that contribute greatly to the heat flux distribution, namely for

the higher electron velocity population with peak at thermal velocity v/vth ∼ 3.7.
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Revisiting equation 1.20, this requires that |f1/f0| < 1 at v/vth = 3.7, which implies

a limit on the Knudsen number of λei/LT < 0.0024 to prevent f from becoming

unphysical at these velocities. The reason this threshold for the Knudsen number is

so small is due to the electron mfp λei scaling with respect to the plasma temperature

and correspondingly with vth. In part due to the zero-current condition, the heat-

carrying electrons are shifted to higher velocities ∼ 3.7vth, and since vth ∝ T
1/2
e and

λei ∝ T 2
e , the corresponding mean-free-path of heat-carrying electrons is ∼ 200× λei.

This analysis demonstrates the significant constraint on the Knudsen number which

is conventionally defined with respect to the thermal electron velocity.

1.2.1.2 Flux Limiting for Large λei/LT

Often, Spitzer-Harm[5]–or Lee-More [54] or other local–thermal conduction is used

in radiation-hydrodynamics simulations where λei/LT is too large for its use to be rig-

orously justified. Under these conditions, Equation 1.20 suggests that for large λei/LT

the magnitude of f1 also becomes too large relative to the zeroth-order Maxwellian

f0 description of the plasma, namely about the velocities of the heat-carrying elec-

trons. At large temperature gradients, since f1 is too large, the predicted heat flux

Qe ∼
∫
v5f1dv is also too large and must be reduced. Unsurprisingly, this approach

is commonly referred to as flux-limited heat transport.

To limit the heat flux, an upper bound must be defined. For electron transport,

a commonly used upper bound is the free-streaming limit, where it is postulated

that the thermal energy effectively advects at some maximum velocity. For the free-

streaming limit, this is defined as the electron thermal velocity vth characteristic of

the local plasma temperature Te. And thus the corresponding heat flux is defined as

QFS = nekBTevth. (1.21)
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In practice the Spitzer-Harm heat flux is limited against fe × QFS, where fe is an

introduced “flux-limiter" factor with value between zero and one, procedurally defined

as a minimum or harmonic average of QSH and fe×QFS. This approach is widely used

in simulations of plasmas primarily because of its ease. fe can be calculated based

upon the Knudsen number. For example, Mora and Yahi [55] calculate fe = 0.093

for λei/LT ≈ 0.002. But, historically in radiation hydrodynamics simulations of ICF

experiments different values of fe have been used, ranging from fe = 0.03 to fe = 0.15.

Typically, changes in fe are accompanied by adjustments to the modeling of other

physical processes such as the atomic kinetics [56][57]. This implies that fe is ad hoc,

and has been used to compensate for deficiencies in other physics modeling relating

to laser-plasmas. Inherently, this limits the predictive capabilities of modeling efforts

that employ electron heat flux limiters.

The discussion here is predicated on the notion that f1 is too large, i.e., the diffu-

sion approximation (f = f0 + f1) is invalid. But Vlasov-Fokker-Planck simulations of

laser-plasma temperature profiles for large λei/LT find that f0 +f1 is indeed sufficient

to model nonlocal laser-plasmas, confirming the validity of the kinetic diffusion ap-

proximation for laser-plasma modeling [58]. Instead, the heat flux is strongly affected

by the deviation of the symmetric part of the EDF, f0, from a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution [59][60]. The deviation of f0 from fMB can occur because of the influ-

ence of electron populations far away from the local EDF, or rather because the heat

transport has become nonlocal.

1.3 Nonlocal Heat Transport

In a plasma, heat-carrying electrons have velocities 3-4 × vth, or electron mean-

free-paths 81 − 256 × λei. So when temperature gradients become too steep, these

electrons can quickly escape the local proximity of the temperature gradient and prop-

agate deeper into the material before they scatter and deposit their thermal energy.
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This delocalization of electrons about the temperature gradient diminishes the local

population, ultimately leading to a reduction in the heat fluxes. This reduced heat

flux is why a flux-limiter fe is often necessary in modeling laser-plasmas where steep

temperature gradients are produced. Further, these electrons instead deposit their

thermal energy at positions far from the local temperature gradient, a phenomenon

known as preheat. This aspect of the electron transport cannot be modeled with local

conduction and instead requires nonlocal heat transport modeling.

So when the local temperature gradient in a plasma is sufficiently steep to enable

nonlocal electron transport, the heat flux calculations should consider contributions

from plasma conditions from a range of spatial locations. In hydrodynamic-scale

modeling, such nonlocal heat transport effects can be considered with a convolution

approach that modifies the local heat flux. This was first described by Luciani, Mora,

and Virmont (LMV) [61], who proposed a nonlocal heat flux

QNL(x) =

∫
dx′QSH(x′)W (x, x′), (1.22)

where the nonlocal heat flux QNL at x considers the contribution from the Spitzer

heat flux QSH at positions x′ in accordance to the convolution kernelW (x, x′) defined

by LMV as

W (x, x′) =
1

2a(Z + 1)1/2λei(x′)
exp


−

∣∣∣∣∣∣

x∫

x′

dx′′ne(x
′′)/λei(x

′)ne(x
′),

∣∣∣∣∣∣


 (1.23)

where a is a constant that modifies the effective range of electrons at x′, recommended

to be a = 32 from Fokker-Planck simulations. For small λei/LT ,W (x, x′) behaves like

a delta function and the resultant heat flux is the local diffusion result. As λei/LT

increases and the transport becomes more nonlocal, W (x, x′) extends the sphere of

influence of the heat flux from x′ to an effective region of size 2a(Z + 1)1/2λei(x
′),
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so the resulting heat flux QNL exhibits nonlocal transport behavior such as heat

flux reduction at sharp temperature gradients and long-range preheat into smooth

temperature regions.

1.3.1 The SNB Model

The concepts from the seminal work by LMV in reduced nonlocal transport models

was extended by Schurtz, Nicolai, and Busquet into the multi-dimensional, multigroup

diffusion SNB model (titled after the original authors) [1]. Their work employs a

nonlocal kernel similar to W3 from LMV, and calculates the nonlocal heat flux as:

QSNB(r) = QSH(r)−
∑

g

λg
3
∇Hg(r), (1.24)

where the nonlocal deviation from the classical heat flux is calculated as the sum of

Hg(r) over electron groups g,and is calculated from solving the steady-state diffusion

equation (
1

λg(r)
−∇λg(r)

3
∇
)
Hg(r) = −∇ · Ug(r), (1.25)

with

Ug =
1

24

Eg+1/2/kBTe∫

Eg−1/2/kBTe

Qshβ
4e−βdβ, (1.26)

λg = 2(Eg/kBTe)
2λei, (1.27)

where Eg = kBTe,g is the group energy with boundaries Eg±1/2. The Spitzer-Harm

group contribution to the heat flux within the integrand is proportional to β4(β −

4)e−β; however in accordance with the W3 kernel from LMV, SNB instead adopts the

alternative integrand sans the cold electron return current factor (β − 4), defined as

β4e−β. The group electron mean-free-path λg, specifically within Equation 1.25, is
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subject to various modifications discussed both in the original publications and other

studies [2][62]. These modifications affect the performance of the SNB model, and is

further elaborated upon in Chapter 2.

Here, it is noteworthy to discuss the kinetic analog to the SNB nonlocal model

described by the authors [63]. Like Spitzer-Harm theory, this starts with a first-order

expansion of the electron distribution function, but differs by considering the deviation

of the EDF such that the symmetric component f0 is not necessarily Maxwellian,

though f0 remains close to it,

f0 = fm0 + ∆f0, f1 = fm1 + ∆f1, (1.28)

where here ∆f0 and ∆f1 are the deviations of the symmetric and first-order pertur-

bations of f . Using this definition in the zero and first-order Vlasov-Fokker-Planck

equations yields

−νee∆f0 −
v

3
∇ ·∆f1 +

eEm

3mev2
· ∇v(v2∆f1)+

e∆E

3mev2
· ∇v(v2fm1 )+

e∆E

3mev2
· ∇v(v2∆f1) =

v

3
∇ · fm1 −

eEm

3mev2
· ∇v(v2fm1 ),

(1.29)

−v∇∆f0 +
eEm

me

∇v(∆f0)− ν∗ei∆f1+
e∆E

me

∇v(f
m
0 ) +

e∆E

me

∇v(∆f0) = 0, (1.30)

where the electric field is defined as E = Em + ∆E, where Em is the Maxwellian

electric field derived from Spitzer theory and ∆E is the deviation of the local field due

to the non-Maxwellian deviations of f0 and f1. The electron-ion collision frequency is

defined with respect to the electron mean-free-path as νei = v/λei; νee = νei/Z is the

electron-electron collision frequency and ν∗ei = νei/ξ(Z) is the electron-ion collision

frequency modified by the Z-dependent factor ξ(Z) = (Z + 0.24)/(Z + 4.2) first

proposed by Epperlein [52]. This system of equations is further simplified by only

keeping dominant terms involving gradients, and furthermore by neglecting terms

associated with the electric field corrections. The justification for the latter is tenuous
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at best, but the authors argue it is considered within the model via a phenomenological

correction to the electron mean free path. This reduces the Equations 1.29, 1.30 to

νee∆f0 +
v

3
∇ ·∆f1 = −v

3
∇ · gm1 , (1.31)

v∇ ·∆f0 + νEei∆f1 = 0, (1.32)

where gm1 = λEeif
m
0 ∇Te/Te replaces the first-order perturbation fm1 from Spitzer-Harm

theory, again sans the return current term, and λEei is the electric-field modified mean-

free-path. Like in the derivation from Spitzer, the heat flux here is dependent upon the

asymmetric first-order term f1 = fm1 +∆f1, so solving for ∇f1 enables the calculation

of the nonlocal heat as

QSNB =
2πme

3

∞∫

0

fm1 v
5dv − 2πme

3

∞∫

0

λEei∇ · (∆f0)v5dv. (1.33)

Equation 1.33 exhibits similarities to Equation 1.24, which defines the multigroup

definition for the nonlocal heat flux within the SNB model. The first term on the

right directly correlates to the Spitzer-Harm heat flux. In the limit of infinite electron

groups (g → ∞), ∇Hg ∼ ∇ · (∆f0)v5dv in the second term. This suggests that to

first-order the nonlocal heat flux in the SNB model is a deviation from the classical

heat flux QSH , which is dependent upon ∆f0, or the distortion of the symmetric part

of the electron distribution function. In the last term, ∇· (∆f0) is proportional to the

mean-free-path of heat carrying electrons, so this term enables long range preheating

as well as heat flux reduction in the vicinity of steep temperature gradients. In 2D

and 3D simulations, these nonlocal aspects of transport also enable the heat flux

to “rotate" relative to the classical Spitzer-Harm heat flux. In the local limit, an

advantage of the SNB model is that it converges to the Spitzer-Harm heat flux. This

can be an issue when the plasma becomes more nonlocal, and/or when f0 is driven
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further from away from a Maxwellian. This is discussed more extensively in Chapter

2.

In summary, the SNB model is a multigroup diffusion electron transport model

that utilizes a convolution kernel approach to calculate nonlocal heat fluxes, for-

mally defined within the model as a correction to the classical heat flux QSH . It has

a demonstrated link to the kinetic equations, though the effect of electric fields is

not consistently considered. SNB is multidimensional and incurs minimal additional

computational cost [64] (primarily due to the multigroup component) compared to

Spitzer-Harm conduction, and substantially less than kinetic approaches. As such,

the SNB model has been implemented into many ICF radiation-hydrodynamics codes

such as CHIC [65], DRACO and LILAC [66], FCI2 [1], LASNEX [56], and HYDRA

[39].

1.4 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation studies the role of nonlocal electron heat transport in laser-

plasmas at intensities relevant to ICF experiments. Chapter I introduced the ICF

concept within the broader field of HEDP. The equations of radiation-hydrodynamics

were presented, and provided context for highlighting the various challenges in mod-

eling physics present in ICF experiments. These physics are inherently coupled to en-

ergy transport mechanisms in HEDP plasmas. In addition, this chapter discussed the

laser-plasma ablation front and its fundamental role in both direct- and indirect-drive

inertial fusion efforts. This was followed by an extensive discussion on kinetic, classi-

cal, and (reduced-order) nonlocal electron thermal transport modeling approaches.

Chapter II presents computational studies of laser-irradiated spheres by intensities

ranging from 1014 − 1015 W/cm2 for low- to mid-Z material coatings of beryllium,

aluminum, and copper with the radiation-hydrodynamics code HYDRA. Much of

this work is taken from a paper published in Physics of Plasmas by the author,
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"Thermal transport modeling of laser-irradiated spheres" [67]. The electron transport

is modeled at different levels of fidelity: classical Spitzer-Harm conduction, the SNB

nonlocal model, and finally with the VFP equations using the code K2. Under the

conditions of interest, it is found that the SNB model performs well (reducing heat flux

errors <10%) compared to the kinetic heat flux, and presents a marked improvement

to Spitzer-Harm theory. Furthermore, experimentally relevant effects are observed

to fall outside the prediction space of Spitzer-Harm thermal transport, even when

considering ad hoc flux limiting. The correlation of these effects to aspects of nonlocal

transport are identified and discussed.

Chapter III presents further studies of laser-irradiated spheres, exploring the cou-

pling of nonlocal electron transport with the radiation energy transport. While the

research in chapter II identities the effect of increased heat fluxes upon the heated

plasma’s self-emission as dictated by the deviation of the anisotropic component

of the EDF, f1, this chapter extends the research in considering the effect of the

non-Maxwellian EDFs, or the deviation of the symmetric component f0. To accu-

rately conisder non-Maxwellian electron energy distributions, the atomic-kinetics code

Cretin is used with fully discretized electron energy distributions. Non-Maxwellian

electron distributions are either calculated from the K2-VFP kinetic code, or from

analytical Langdon distributions [68]. Cretin simulations are calculated for both 0D

and 1D plasma conditions from laser-irradiated spheres, and the resulting emissivities

and transmitted radiative spectra are discussed.

Finally the dissertation is bookended by the conclusion, where the work is sum-

marized and discussed. Chapter IV also touches upon the limitations of the present

research as well as as future directions to take this work.
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CHAPTER II

Laser-Irradiated spheres I: Thermal Transport

Modeling

This chapter and Appendix A are adapted from Ma, K. H., Patel, M.V., Sher-

lock, M., Farmer, W.A., & Johnsen, E. 2022: Thermal transport modeling of

laser-irradiated spheres Physics of Plasmas 29 (11), 112307.

2.1 Abstract

Thermal transport of uniformly laser-irradiated spheres of various materials is in-

vestigated computationally. One-dimensional simulations of low- to mid-Z materials

(Be, Al, Cu) are performed to evaluate the impact of nonlocal electron transport

on experimental observables under laser intensities of relevance to direct-drive in-

ertial confinement fusion. We compare thermal transport models of different levels

of fidelity: flux-limited Spitzer-Harm diffusion, the Schurtz-Nicolai-Busquet (SNB)

reduced-order nonlocal model, and a Fokker-Planck description. Spitzer-Harm diffu-

sion with different flux-limiter factors are compared with different implementations

of the SNB model in the HYDRA radiation hydrodynamics code. Under the condi-

tions of interest, the peak heat flux in the thermal front with the SNB model shows

good agreement with Fokker-Planck calculations, with the largest errors below 10% at
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1015 W/cm2 laser intensity. From HYDRA-SNB simulations, two experimentally rele-

vant effects are observed from nonlocal heat transport when compared to flux-limited

Spitzer-Harm modeling: coronal temperatures are cooler due to reduced heat fluxes

in the expanding plasma, and (for mid-Z materials) X-ray emissions are enhanced

due to preheating in the dense plasma.

2.2 Introduction

Modeling of electron thermal transport plays a significant role in simulations of

laser-generated plasmas produced in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments.

However, at laser intensities relevant to direct-drive ICF (1014 − 1015 W/cm2), steep

temperature gradients are generated and the electron transport departs from classi-

cal. [60] The transport exhibits nonlocal effects such as heat flux inhibition at steep

gradients in electron temperature, and long-range heating of the plasma, or preheat

[69].

In radiation-hydrodynamics codes, thermal transport is commonly modeled by

classical Spitzer-Harm local diffusion [5], in which the local heat fluxQSH = −κSH∇Te,

where Te is the electron temperature, and the thermal conductivity κSH is propor-

tional to T
5/2
e . This local diffusion representation of heat flux is valid when the

temperature gradient scale-length LT = Te/|∇Te| is much larger than the electron

mean-free-path λei, defined as:

λei =
T 2
e

4πZnee4Λei

, (2.1)

where Te is the electron temperature, ne and e the electron density and charge re-

spectively, and Λei is the Coulomb logarithm for electron-ion interactions. Generally,

Spitzer-Harm transport is valid when λei/LT � 0.01, however ICF experiments of-

ten do not satisfy this requirement for the classical Spitzer-Harm heat flux, and the
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hot temperatures and steep temperature gradients result in unreasonably high lo-

cal electron thermal fluxes. In simulations, this issue is addressed by limiting the

Spitzer-Harm heat flux to the free-stream heat flux, QFS = nekBTeve, multiplied by

a flux-limiter factor fe, where ne is the electron number density and ve =
√
kBTe/me

is the local electron thermal velocity. Ultimately, the choice for fe is ad hoc, based

on attempts to match experimental observables [57][56][17]. The reduced heat flux

results from the delocalization of the suprathermal heat-carrying electrons at a range

of velocities 3.7× ve relative to the local plasma temperature, resulting in preheating

[69] in addition to the aforementioned local heat flux inhibition. Furthermore, heat

flux inhibition can manifest from short wavelength k (relative to λei) temperature

perturbations, even if λei/LT is above the previously stated threshold [52]. As the

Spitzer-Harm heat flux is a local diffusion term, a flux-limited approach is unable to

model these nonlocal effects. A higher-fidelity treatment of electron thermal trans-

port can be achieved through numerically solving the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP)

equations, which consistently calculates the electron heat flux with the evolution of

the electron velocity distribution function (EDF). However, such kinetic approaches

require significant additional computational expense due to added dimensionality and

more restrictive time steps. Additionally, it is difficult to include equations of state,

atomic physics modeling, and radiation transport. As a result, an in-line kinetic

approach is not presently viable for integrated ICF simulations.

However, nonlocal effects must be considered to ensure accurate modeling of ICF

experiments. For example, in direct-drive ICF, nonlocal transport is necessary to ac-

curately predict laser-energy coupling [70], shock timing [71], perturbation instability

growth, [72] and preheat of the fuel core [66], which affect computed performance

characteristics such as the implosion velocity, implosion adiabat, and peak areal den-

sity [73]. Consequently, multi-physics ICF codes often implement reduced nonlocal

electron thermal transport models, a subset of which utilize a convolution kernel
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approach [60][61]. Two notable models are the multi-dimensional, multigroup dif-

fusion Schurtz-Nicolai-Busquet (SNB) model [1], and the Krook collision operator

Colombant-Manheimer-Goncharov (CMG) model [74]. Both of these models have

demonstrated links to the VFP kinetic equations. The present work focuses on SNB,

which has been implemented into the CHIC [65], DRACO and LILAC [66], FCI2

[1] and HYDRA [39] ICF codes. SNB has been benchmarked against VFP codes in

ICF-relevant plasma conditions [64], [2][62], and in principle, could be extended to

incorporate magnetic fields [75].

The present studies assess nonlocal electron transport effects in low- to mid-Z

direct-drive spheres, but having solid cores to maintain focus on the laser-plasma ab-

lation front. In relation to ICF efforts, similar experiments have been performed to

study high-Z materials relevant to hohlraum design [76][77][78][79], focusing on the

underlying physics relating to modeling X-ray conversion efficiencies such as radia-

tion transport, atomic physics, and laser-plasma interactions in addition to electron

transport modeling. Laser-irradiated planar foil experiments have also been per-

formed for similar purposes [65][80][81][82][83][84][85], however they lack the physical

advantages the spherical geometry provides in minimizing self-generated magnetic

fields [86], as well as diagnostic advantages in assessing laser-coupling, X-ray emis-

sions, and plasma conditions. Given the various physics inherent in high-Z spheres,

such systems still prove challenging to model. With low- to mid-Z materials some

of these physical processes can be decoupled, as these materials exhibit fewer ion-

ization states, reducing uncertainties from Non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium

(NLTE) modeling [44], and also present stronger ion Landau damping, reducing one

mechanism of micro-turbulence [58]. Recent experiments corroborate the advantages

in both the simplicity and enhanced diagnostic capabilities in this system [87][79],

indicating the laser-irradiated sphere is well tailored towards investigating nonlocal

electron transport.
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The primary objective of this work is to computationally study nonlocal transport

effects in low-to mid-Z irradiated spheres at laser intensities (1014 − 1015 W/cm2)

relevant to ICF experiments. To this end, we assess the accuracy of the HYDRA-SNB

model for the range of materials and laser intensities in this study via comparisons

with Fokker-Planck calculations from the kinetic code K2 [62]. A description of these

models and the simulation parameters are given in section 2.3. Simulation results

are presented in section 2.4, first from SNB and kinetic heat flux comparisons in

stationary plasmas, then from an inline kinetic temperature evolution incorporating

time-dependence, and finally from integrated radiation-hydrodynamics simulations

in HYDRA. In section 2.5, experimental observables from HYDRA-SNB simulations

relating to observed nonlocal effects are described. Section 2.6 provides a discussion

of simulation results before the relevant conclusions are given in section 2.7.

2.3 Models and Methods

2.3.1 SNB Transport Model

The multigroup Schurtz-Nicolai-Busquet (SNB) nonlocal model [1] defines the

nonlocal heat flux, Qt, as a sum of nonlocal corrections to the Spitzer-Harm heat flux

Qsh for each of N discretized electron energy distribution groups:

Qt(r) = Qsh(r)−
N∑

g

λg,ei(r)

3
∇Hg(r), (2.2)

Here λg,ei(r) is the group electron-ion mean-free-path (mfp), and Hg(r) is calculated

from multigroup steady state diffusion transport equations:

(
r

λg,ee(r)
−∇ · λ

′
g,ei(r)

3
∇
)
Hg(r) = −∇ ·Ug, (2.3)
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where:

Ug =
1

24

Eg+1/2/kBTe∫

Eg−1/2/kBTe

β4e−βdβQsh, (2.4)

λ′g,ei = [1/(ξλg,ei) + 1/λg,E ]
−1 , (2.5)

λg,ee = Zλg,ei, (2.6)

λg,ei = 2(Eg/kBTe)
2λei, (2.7)

λg,E = Eg/kBTe|eE|, (2.8)

where Eg = kBTe,g is the group energy with energy boundaries Eg±1/2, and Z the

material ionization. The group electron-ion mfp λ′g,ei within Eq. 2.5 incorporates the

effect of electric fields by the inclusion of λg,E defined in Eq. 2.8, where E(Te, ne, Z)

is the Spitzer electric field [1], which serves to restricts nonlocal deviations from

QSH in regions with strong electric fields. ξ is an electron-ion collision fix, while

the factor r on λee emerges from discrepancies amongst SNB implementations in

various studies. These adjustments to the mfp definitions are further described in

Sec. III.C. of Brodrick et al. [2], where is it found that SNB implemented with

r = 2 and ξ(Z) = (Z + 0.24)/(Z + 4.2), corresponding to the ionization-dependent

collision fix, first proposed by Epperlein and Short [52], brings SNB predictions in

better agreement with VFP modeling. In addition, it is noted here that the present

implementation of SNB within HYDRA incorporates a factor of 4 correction to λei

and λee due to differences in ve definitions between HYDRA and the IMPACT VFP

code. [88]

In this study four variations of SNB are considered in HYDRA simulations, which

are briefly summarized in Table 2.1. The above described corrections are implemented

in the baseline HYDRA-SNB configuration, henceforth referred to as Base-SNB. The

second model considered represents a reversion towards SNB without the described
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improvements (r = 1, ξ = 1), and is referred to as noBR-SNB. The other two SNB

variations are motivated by previous work by Sherlock et al. [62]. The third, noSL-

SNB, discounts the effect of separate mfp definitions for electron-electron and electron-

ion collisions by employing geometrically averaged mfp λg =
√
ξλg,eeλ′g,ei/r for both

collision terms in Eqn (3), akin to SNB formulation in the original publication [1].

This treatment assumes constant average ionization Z in the plasma [2][62], while SNB

with λei and λee considered separately appropriately considers ionization gradients

present in the plasma profile. The fourth variant, noEF-SNB, neglects the Spitzer-

electric field correction λg,E to λg,ei, which was found to faciliate better agreement

with VFP calculations. [62]

2.3.2 HYDRA Laser-Irradiated Sphere Model

The HYDRA laser-irradiated sphere model is based upon an OMEGA platform

used for sphere experiments [77][87][79] Figure 2.1 exhibits a cross-section schematic

of the laser-irradiated sphere, which has an outer radius of 430 µm. The solid sphere is

Table 2.1: Overview of variations in SNB models used, with ξ = (Z+0.24)/(Z+4.2),
and Krook collision correction factor r = 2. The mean free path definitions λg,ee,
λg,ei correspond to those used in Equation 2.3, and λg,E is the Spitzer electric-field
correction to the electron-ion mean-free-path.

Name λg,ee λ′g,ei

Base λg0,ee/r
[

1
ξλg0,ei

+ 1
λg,E

]−1

noBR λg0,ee

[
1

λg0,ei
+ 1

λg,E

]−1

noSL
√
ξλg0,eeλg0,ei/r

[
1√

ξλg0,eeλg0,ei
+ 1

λg,E

]−1

noEF λg0,ee/r ξλg0,ei
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comprised of an inner 417.5 µm of solid carbon with density 1 g/cm3, coated by a 12.5

µm layer of low- to mid-Z material. We consider three materials to assess both the

consistency of the SNB model and resulting effects from nonlocal heat fluxes against

atomic number: beryllium (Z = 4) with mass density ρ = 1.83 g/cm3, aluminum

(Z = 13) with ρ = 2.7 g/cm3, and copper (Z = 29) with ρ = 8.96 g/cm3. The

sphere is uniformly irradiated by sixty 351 nm wavelength (3ω) beams, with intensity

profile I(r) = Ioe
−( r

ro
)
n

, where r is the profile radius in microns, ro = 358 µm and

n = 5.2. In our studies, we consider three laser pulses relevant to ICF conditions,

with IL = 1014 − 1015 W/cm2. All three laser pulses are square pulses with 200 ps

rise time, and are constrained to conditions relevant to OMEGA experiments. They

consist of the following total energy and duration:

• 4.8 kJ in 2 nanoseconds, IL ∼ 1.03× 1014W/cm2.

• 24 kJ in 2 nanoseconds, IL ∼ 5.2× 1014W/cm2.

• 24 kJ in 1 nanoseconds, IL ∼ 1.03× 1015W/cm2.

The 1D-sphere is simulated with the multiphysics radiation hydrodynamics code HY-

DRA [42]. The radiation transfer equation is solved using a polar SN (discrete or-

dinates) method [89] with 24 discrete angles and 60 energy groups. Additionally,

simulations are performed using the multigroup flux-limited radiation diffusion ap-

proximation, and the effect of the radiation transport method is briefly discussed in

section 2.5. The materials are modeled with tabulated equations of states from LEOS

and TABOP local-thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) opacities. In the hot, under-

dense corona the collisional-radiative model DCA [44] is employed to describe the

non-LTE atomic kinetics. The threshold for transitioning from LTE tabulated data

to the non-LTE DCA model is set at TNLTE = 100 eV so that the transition occurs

in the dense plasma. In these studies, TNLTE was varied ±50 eV about this temper-

ature, and no changes in the resulting simulations was observed. The laser source
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Figure 2.1: Pulse shapes used for studying OMEGA equivalent systems, with laser
intensities of 1.03 ×1014 W/cm2 (dashed), 5.2 ×1014 W/cm2 (solid), and 1.03 ×1015

W/cm2 (dot-dashed). The sphere is comprised of a solid carbon center, and 12.5 µm
coating of material, for which cross-section schematic is overlaid.

is modeled as inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption using the spherical laser deposition

model in HYDRA. This package is designed to illuminate spheres while producing

a minimal amount of statistical noise. The capsule is illuminated with 200 parallel

rays equally spaced across the beam width. This accounts for the essential effects of

refraction due to the converging capsule geometry. Approximately 2600 Lagrangian

zones are used in the simulation domain, which ensures < 2.5% variation in the laser

absorption, coronal Te and ne quantities due to resolution effects (see Appendix for

details regarding resolution and convergence).

Simulations are performed using flux-limited Spitzer-Harm diffusion over a range

of flux-limiter factors fe = [0.03−0.15]. Simulations with the nonlocal package model

thermal transport classically with Spitzer-Harm until the maximum Knudsen number

Kn = λei/LT in the domain exceeds 10−2, beyond which the electron transport

is modeled with SNB nonlocal transport. This threshold is set so that the SNB
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model is used when nonlocal effects in thermal transport become significant [60], while

the Spitzer-Harm transport term is sufficient in the classical regime. The transition

between thermal transport models occurs within the first 50 ps of the 200 ps laser pulse

rise, such that < 1% of the total laser energy deposition in our nonlocal calculations

is modeled with Spitzer-Harm transport.

In the SNB multigroup diffusion model, energy groups are discretized with respect

to the integral in Equation 2.4. In HYDRA’s implementation of SNB, these energy

groups can be rescaled with the plasma temperature. The first energy bin between

E0 and E1 is further discretized into "cold groups" evenly spaced in energy, which

ensures the rapid rise in the integral is well resolved. The present study uses a (20/60)

energy group (cold/total) configuration with temperature rescaling, which is sufficient

to converge the heat flux calculation.

2.3.3 K2 Vlasov-Fokker-Planck Model

In this work, the Lagrangian Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) code K2 [62] is used

to calculate kinetic heat fluxes for comparison with SNB modeling. K2 solves the

VFP equation for the electron distribution function (EDF), f(x,p, t), expanded in

spherical harmonics in momentum-space (p, θ, φ) up to arbitrary order. In addition,

K2 is capable of coupling the electron VFP equation to the radiation hydrodynamic

equations via heating and cooling operators to account for PdV work and radiative

cooling, and through advecting the EDF with hydrodynamic ion motion to maintain

quasi-neutrality. Magnetic fields are not considered in the 1D spherical domain, and

only the f0 and f1 spherical harmonics are used in these calculations. Harmonics n

(with n > 2) are not accounted for in these simulations because they are damped

in proportion to n(n + 1), as well as being proportional to gradients of the previous

order harmonic [90]. However, it is noted that we also performed K2 calculations

with f2 and did not observe significant differences in calculated heat fluxes. As the
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focus of this work is on the electron heat flux, energy transport due to radiation

absorption, radiation emission, and hydrodynamic motion is not accounted for. A

thorough overview of the VFP model in K2 is provided in Sherlock et al. [62].

In Section 2.4.1, plasma conditions from HYDRA-SNB simulations are used to

initialize K2 simulations, from which the VFP heat fluxes are calculated. As the EDF

evolves in time the temperature profile naturally relaxes from the initial condition,

so external heating and cooling operators are applied to f(x, t) for the duration of

the calculation to maintain the local plasma temperature. The heating operator is

of the Langdon form [68]. For cooling, a modified Langdon operator is used, which

shifts the EDF towards a Maxwellian, similar to radiation hydrodynamic effects such

as PdV work and radiative cooling.

Section 2.4.2 presents results from modeling the temperature evolution of an ab-

lated beryllium plasma heated by a laser. Laser energy deposition in K2 is modeled

with the inverse bremmstrahlung heating term CIB given by Weng et. al [91]. To

model the attenuation of the laser intensity as it propagates through the spatial do-

main, K2 solves a simple 1D ray equation:

dI(x)

dx
= −κ(x)I(x), (2.9)

where κ(x) is an inverse bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient that is self-consistently

calculated with respect to the IB energy deposition given by CIB.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Heat Flux Calculations in Stationary Ablation Front Profiles

We first compare heat flux predictions for the range of plasma conditions gener-

ated from HYDRA-SNB simulations across for various laser intensities and materials

under consideration. Specifically, plasma conditions for these comparisons are taken
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from Base-SNB HYDRA simulations discussed in Section 2.4.3. K2 kinetics calcu-

lations are initiated on a spatially uniform, 1000 cell mesh, with initial conditions

interpolated from HYDRA simulation outputs (Te, ne, Z). The momentum grid is

evenly discretized over 180 groups with pmax = 6pT , where pT = mevT corresponds

to the maximum thermal velocity vT in the HYDRA profile. A CFL number of 0.5 is

used, with time step ∆t dependent upon the electron-ion collision time τei. In these

K2-VFP simulations, ∆t ∼ 1− 10fs. The heating and cooling operators described in

2.3.3 maintain the temperature profile as the initial Spitzer-Harm heat flux evolves a

quasi-steady VFP heat flux, which occurs within a few picoseconds.

We first consider the features observed in the Cu-sphere case, heated by a laser

intensity of 1015 W/cm2, because this simulation exhibited the highest nonlocality,

and correspondingly the highest departure from classical electron transport. Figure

2.2 shows plasma conditions at t = 1 ns from a HYDRA-SNB simulation of a copper

coated sphere irradiated with IL = 1.03 × 1015 W/cm2. In this profile, the ratio

of the electron mean-free-path to temperature gradient length-scale, λei/LT is ∼

0.025 near the critical density nc, and λei/LT ranges from 0.01 − 0.02 for electron

densities below nc at larger radii. The temperature and electron density profiles

shown here are typical for single materials illuminated by a 350 µm laser for this

range of HYDRA simulations. Here, the laser propagates from right-to-left, with

the laser power deposition represented by the black line (A.U.) up until the critical

electron density nc. At radii beyond nc lies the underdense, coronal plasma. At large

r, the ablated plasma undergoes free expansion. This rarefied, optically thin plasma

is strongly (but not entirely) decoupled from radiation transport, electron thermal

transport, and laser heating. The cyan region encompasses the near-corona from 0.1nc

up to the critical density nc, within which the underdense plasma is strongly coupled

to both electron transport and the laser heating, which drives the flow evolution.

Approximately 80-90% of the laser energy is deposited here. The plasma at densities
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Figure 2.2: Electron density (solid blue), electron temperature (solid red), radiation
temperature (red dashed), average ionization Z/10 (red dotted), ratio of electron
mean-free-path to temperature gradient scale length λei/LT (blue dashed), and ar-
bitrary unit laser energy deposition (black) profiles from a copper sphere HYDRA
simulation irradiated by 1 × 1015 W/cm2 square pulse at t = 1 ns. In this profile,
the maximum λei/LT is approximately 0.025 near the critical density. Highlighted
color regions correspond to the following(from left to right): The radiation transport
dominated front (blue), the electron thermal transport front ending at the critical
density nc (red), the coronal plasma (cyan), and the free expansion region (green).

> nc compose the ablation front, which is seperated into two regions based upon

the dominant energy transport mechanism. Electron heat transport is dominant

in the red region, while radiation energy transport dominates in the blue region

where Te ≈ TR. This double-temperature front and corresponding density profile, i.e.

double-ablation front [46], emerges in laser-ablation profiles for moderate-to-high Z

materials, as radiation heat fluxes become significant in addition to the electron heat

fluxes present in the dense, heated plasma.

Heat fluxes are shown in Figure 2.3, with peak heat flux located at radius r ≈

470 µm, or near the interface of the electron transport dominated and near-coronal

regions. Here, the peak heat flux predicted by Spitzer-Harm exceeds the kinetic heat

flux by approximately a factor of 2. The SNB model variants present a significant

improvement. Amongst SNB variations, noBR-SNB exhibits the largest differences
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Figure 2.3: Heat fluxes in the ablation front for the initial conditions modeled in Fig.
2.2. Black: K2-VFP, red : Spitzer-Harm, green: noBR-SNB, solid-blue: Base-SNB,
dashed-blue: noEF-SNB, dotted-blue: noSL-SNB. The peak nonlocal heat flux (at
about 470 µm) is reduced from the classical Spitzer-Harm local heat flux. Of the
SNB models, those with the corrections suggested by Brodrick et al exhibited the
best agreement with Fokker-Planck calculations. Inset: Electron transport thermal
fronts near the radiation front. The green circle and cyan square symbols correspond
to heat fluxes from the K2-VFP calculation at the bottom and top of the conduction
front, respectively.

from the kinetic heat flux, overpredicting the peak heat flux by 40%. The other SNB

configurations differ from the K2-VFP calculation by only a few percent, and are

nearly indistinguishable from each other. The inset in Fig. 2.3 shows the electron

heat fluxes in the ablation region. The classical Spitzer-Harm heat flux follows the

temperature profile, with the foot of the corresponding heat flux ending at the begin-

ning of the radiation-dominated region at approximately 440 µm. In contrast, heat

fluxes produced by various other approaches advance further inwards into the radi-

ation dominated region, corresponding to varying degrees of preheat, with K2-VFP

exhibiting the longest range preheating, noBR-SNB predicting the shortest, and other

SNB preheat profiles between them.

Fig. 2.4 inspects the f0(v) distribution as well as the scaled fifth velocity mo-

ment anisotropic component of the EDF proportional to the heat flux distribution,
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dQV FP ∼ v5f1(v)dv at specific radial positions. The corresponding Maxwellian EDF

and Spitzer-Harm heat fluxes calculated from local plasma conditions are also shown.

These two panels correspond to radial positions from the K2-VFP simulation indi-

cated by the green circle and the cyan square symbols in Figure 2.3. The first position

(at r = 450 µm) is along the steep temperature front within the electron-transport-

dominated region, with local Te = 1.5 keV, Z = 27, ne = 1.35 × 1022 cm−3, and

Λei = 4.55. Here the inward kinetic heat flux is 4.9 × 1014 W/cm2 and higher (due

to preheat) than the local heat flux (4.5 × 1014 W/cm2). A closer inspection of the

distribution in Fig. 2.4(a) indicates that the local plasma has accumulated a high

velocity tail of electrons relative to the equivalent Maxwellian, presumably from hot-

ter regions up the temperature front. The heat flux distribution also suggests this

behavior given the increased contribution to QV FP by faster electrons. In addition,

v5f1 indicates a reduction in heat contribution due to the delocalization of electrons

about 3.7v/vT relative to the classic Spitzer-Harm heat flux.

The second position at r = 430µm is located at the foot of the electron tempera-

ture front within the radiation dominated region, with local Te = 0.2 keV, Z = 17.3,

ne = 1.2 × 1023 cm−3, and Λei = 2.04. Relative to the previous position, f0 shows a

substantially higher velocity tail in Fig. 2.4(b). At this position, K2 predicts substan-

tial preheating relative to the classical heat flux, exhibiting a much larger heat flux

distribution, which is also shifted to higher velocities with the largest contribution

centered around 13 v/vT or ∼ 34 keV.

In the coronal region, kinetic heat fluxes are also reduced relative to Spitzer-Harm.

For local diffusion, the heat flux transitions from propagating into the dense sphere

to outwards towards heating the corona plasma beyond the peak temperature 3.2 keV

at approximately r = 550µm. In K2-VFP simulation this turning behavior occurs

further outwards at r = 590µm, and instead there lies an intermediate 40 µm region

where the heat flows inwards against the temperature gradient due to delocalized
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Figure 2.4: EDFs f (dashed) and heat flux proportional v5f1 (solid) distributions
plotted vs normalized velocities v/vT from K2-VFP calculations (black) given in Fig
2.3 (a) near peak heat flux at radius r = 450 µm (cyan) in the electron heat flux
dominated region and (b) at the foot of the temperature profile at radius r = 430 µm
(green) in the radiation-dominated region. The corresponding Spitzer-Harm distri-
butions for f and v5f1 (red) are calculated from local plasma conditions.

electrons escaping towards the ablation region. Beyond the near-corona in the free

expansion region, K2-VFP heat fluxes are smaller than Spitzer-Harm heat fluxes by

about a factor of 2. For SNB larger differences in the heat predictions are observed

among the model variations in the coronal region, though all models qualitatively

indicate heat flux reduction like K2-VFP. Curiously, in the free expansion region it is

observed that noBR-SNB, which predicts the largest outward heat flux, is closest to

the K2-VFP result. Other SNB heat fluxes are decreased, moving further away from

the kinetic prediction. Specifically, noSL-SNB predicts the largest heat flux among

the three, and noEF-SNB predicts the smallest.

Similar behavior is observed in stationary profiles from beryllium and aluminum

HYDRA simulations. We observe disagreements in the coronal heat fluxes, and con-

sistently longer range preheating by K2-VFP than any of the SNB model variations.

At lower laser intensities, the thermal transport in the laser-ablation profile becomes

more local, and all heat transport predictions (VFP, SNB, Spitzer-Harm) lie closer.

Differences in the largest predicted heat flux in the ablation region are summarized

in Figure 2.5, as the percentage difference between HYDRA-SNB and K2-VFP heat
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Figure 2.5: Heat flux differences of noBR SNB and Base SNB when compared to K2
(VFP), for different laser intensities in Be, Al, and Cu-spheres. With the corrections
suggested by Brodrick et al., both the accuracy of the SNB nonlocal model and its
consistency across different materials is improved. All comparisons are made at t = 1
ns, when the laser-plasma ablation front is well developed.

fluxes for the Base-SNB and noBR-SNB variations. This panel shows the Brodrick

corrections incorporated in the Base-SNB model substantially improve agreement

with K2-VFP heat flux predictions, reducing the difference compared to K2-VFP

from 40% to <10% at 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity, and essentially agreeing at lower

laser intensities. Furthermore, these adjustments result in more consistent perfor-

mance across the range of Z in our studies, and it is worthwhile here to reiterate

that the corrections suggested by Broderick [2] extend the range of applicability of

the SNB model.

2.4.2 K2-VFP Inline Temperature Evolution

Now, a more direct comparison between the VFP and SNB models is considered

by simulating the evolution of two temperature profiles: one with K2-VFP heat fluxes,
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Figure 2.6: Initial normalized electron density ne/nc (black) and material ionization
Z (blue) for K2 beryllium sphere temperature evolution simulation, irradiated at 5
×1014 W/cm2 laser intensity.

and the other with heat fluxes from the kinetic SNB model implemented in K2 [62],

which is equivalent to the r = 2 Base-SNB model. The test problem consists of a

beryllium plasma, irradiated by a 3ω-square pulse with 100 ps rise time and peak

intensity of 5 × 1014 W/cm2 using K2’s laser energy deposition model. The initial

electron density and ionization conditions are shown in Figure 2.6. The beryllium is

modeled as fully ionized (Z = 4), while the electron density profile is exponential with

gradient scale length Lne ∼ 200 µm, which assumes the plasma expanded isothermally

[3]. The electron densities in the domain spans the electron dominated region and the

corona, with electron densities ranging from (0.001− 2)nc. The plasma temperatures

rise in time, with Te ∼ 2.9 keV at 500 ps.

In this test, the evolving temperature profiles highlight the effect of differences in

SNB and VFP heat fluxes. K2-VFP and K2-SNB electron temperatures are shown at

different times in Figure 2.7 to illustrate how the two temperature profiles evolve over

the duration of the laser-heating. The maximum electron temperatures of the two
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Figure 2.7: Electron temperatures for K2-VFP (black-dashed) and K2-SNB (blue)
temperature profiles at 150 ps, 300 ps, and 500 ps. In the low-density corona, the elec-
tron temperatures remain fairly close for the duration of the temperature-evolution
test.

profiles (positioned in the range of 0.1-0.3 nc) remains close as the temperature profile

rises. In the innermost region, the K2-SNB heat flux is larger and the temperature

front advances further into the dense plasma than the front from K2-VFP. This

different trend in the ablation region temperature profiles compared to the previous

section is because the density profile is still exponential beyond nc, while the density

gradients are much sharper beyond nC in the sphere profiles. In the corona region,

electron temperatures from K2-VFP modeling are greater than those obtained from

K2-SNB, which corresponds to the larger coronal heat flux observed from stationary

profile comparisons. However from these simulations it is found that these differences

are relatively small, on the order of 50-75 eV or 2-3% at the end of the laser heating. In

addition, the temperatures are closer to each other than at t = 300 ps, where K2-SNB

is cooler by 100-150 eV. The convergence of coronal temperatures suggests smaller

errors in the heat flux are to a degree self-correcting: If the heat flux is too small,
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the temperature gradient steepens. Subsequently, the steeper temperature gradients

result in a larger heat flux.

2.4.3 Radiation-Hydrodynamics Modeling

In this section, the SNB model is considered in HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics

simulations, to assess how differences between SNB and flux-limited Spitzer-Harm,

i.e., local diffusion, affect the laser-plasma evolution. Though the flux limiter is an ad

hoc approach, it is still worthwhile to determine whether nonlocal transport effects

can be reasonably modeled with an appropriate value of fe. Similar work showed that

at these laser intensities (1014 − 1015 W/cm2) an initial flux limiter with fe ∼ 0.09

at early time and subsequently decreased to fe ∼ 0.06 over the duration of a 1 ns

laser pulse reasonably matches experimental measurements for direct-drive planar

foil acceleration experiments [92], and similarly early time fe = 0.12 and later time

fe = 0.06 for spherical implosions [78]. As the goal of this work is to assess nonlocal

transport effects in the SNB model, relevant comparisons are constrained against

HYDRA modeling with constant fe flux-limited Spitzer-Harm heat conduction as

opposed to exploring time-dependent sensitivities.

As the laser deposits energy into the material it ablates, a process in which the

heated material expands and flows away from the surface. The ablation process

initially is dynamic, before reaching a steady-state flow after some time. In the

HYDRA simulations, this process is affected first by the rise-time of the laser-pulse

(200 ps), and then a characteristic crossing time for the plasma to flow from the

ablation region through the critical surface into the corona. This time is directly

proportional to the incident laser intensity IL, [93] and for 1015 W/cm2 HYDRA

simulations is on the order of a few hundred picoseconds, so the flow reaches a steady-

state for t > 0.5 ns. For lower intensity cases, this process occurs quicker such that

steady-state ablation occurs for the majority of the laser drive. The resulting steady-
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state electron temperature and density profiles from various aluminum simulations

at 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity at t = 1 ns are shown in Figure 2.8. Differences

here show the effect of the heat flux modeling upon the development of the ablation

front. Various HYDRA-SNB configurations are shown, as well as two representative

Spitzer-Harm cases with flux limiters fe = 0.03 and 0.15.

First, we describe the local diffusion results, which span the range of Spitzer-

Harm modeling. For fe = 0.15, the heat flux arising naturally from the profile

does not exceed the flux limit and effectively represents classical, unrestrained local

diffusion. The electron-transport-dominated front is the largest, starting from the

critical density nc ∼ 8.9×1021 cm−3 at r ≈ 500 µm near the peak electron temperature

of about 3 keV, and truncating at the onset of the radiation-dominated front at r ≈

380 µm. In the coronal region, the persistent heat flow in the free expanding plasma

produces a relatively flat temperature profile, i.e. the plasma expansion is nearly

isothermal. In addition the strong heat fluxes help to relax the pressure gradients,

and the resulting electron density profile is smooth across the dense plasma through

the corona. In contrast, much sharper features are produced by highly restricted

fe = 0.03 Spitzer-Harm simulations. The electron-dominated ablation region is much

narrower as the restricted heat flux cannot penetrate as far into the dense plasma,

and region in the near-corona is also narrower as the restricted heat flow cannot relax

the laser-generated pressure gradients, leading to a much sharper decompression near

nc. The laser-coupling is substantially reduced for fe = 0.03 to 40%, in contrast to

97% energy coupling observed for fe = 0.15. In the free expansion region, though

absorption is smaller, the interplay of the laser-absorption with the more restrictive

heat flux results in a much hotter corona of 4 keV. This temperature is consistent until

r ≈ 750µm, after which the laser heating is insufficient and the expanding plasma

begins to cool from PdV work. The rest of the Spitzer-Harm (fe) simulations exhibit

behavior that falls between these two cases in regards to the discussed temperature
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Figure 2.8: Te (above) and ne (below) plasma profiles from HYDRA Al-sphere simu-
lations at 1×1015 W/cm2 laser intensity and t = 1 ns fo HYDRA-SNB configurations
as well as Spitzer-Harm thermal transport with flux limiters fe = 0.03, 0.15. The non-
local plasma cools more significantly as it expands, and has lower temperatures than
those achieved in the fe = 0.15 case (dashed black line) in the underdense corona.

and density conditions, as well as laser absorption.

Regarding HYDRA-SNB simulations, noBR-SNB is remarkably similar to the fe =

0.15 Spitzer-Harm case, with similar Te, ne profiles and a slightly smaller absorption of

96%. For other SNB simulations, as previously discussed in Section 2.4.1, the observed
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Figure 2.9: Te profiles in the radiation-flux-dominated region of the ablation front
for HYDRA aluminum-spheres at 1 × 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity and t = 1 ns for
HYDRA-SNB configurations as well as Spitzer-Harm thermal transport with flux
limiters fe = 0.03, 0.15. The HYDRA-SNB temperature front is hotter than that
achieved with fe = 0.15 Spitzer-Harm simulations.

heat fluxes are reduced in the electron-dominated region, which manifests a cooler,

narrower temperature front compared to the fe = 0.15 case. Similarly, the reduction

in heat flux leads to a slight decompression feature near the critical surface, so ne

in the expanding plasma is similar to slightly restricted Spitzer-Harm simulations.

The HYDRA-SNB simulations produce hotter peak coronal temperatures of ∼ 3.2

keV, and reduced laser coupling of 92%. In the free expansion region, the restricted

heat flux again leads to cooling as the plasma expands, similar to the fe = 0.03

case. However, because this is cooling behavior coupled to both higher heat fluxes

and laser-coupling in the near-corona, the temperatures at large distances are cooler

than those observed from the range of Spitzer-Harm modeling. Here, noBR-SNB heat

fluxes produce the hottest nonlocal expanding plasma, while noEF-SNB heat fluxes

produce the coldest.

Recall that in Figure 2.2 the radiation-dominated region begins where the radia-
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tion strongly couples to the plasma, as evidenced by the confluence of the electron and

radiation temperatures. A closer inspection of the temperature that region is given in

Figure 2.9, which is also where preheating was observed from SNB and K2 heat fluxes

in Section 2.4.1. Despite the fact that heat fluxes are lower in the electron-dominated

region, the low-foot radiation temperature front produced from SNB simulations is

both longer and hotter than the fe = 0.15 case, peaking at about 200 eV and 160 eV,

respectively. This front appears to be enhanced by the nonlocal preheating, which en-

ables higher energy transport from hotter regions up the temperature gradient. While

again noBR-SNB is very similar to the fe = 0.15 case, the slightly hotter radiation

front also highlights this effect. Finally, the temperature achieved in the fe = 0.03

case indicates this result is beyond the range of local diffusion modeling.

These findings are consistent in the broad array of HYDRA simulations across

the range of materials and laser intensities under consideration in the present work.

At 5 × 1014 W/cm2 laser intensity, trends similar to those observed in the 1 × 1015

W/cm2 cases are observed, while at the lowest intensity the plasma conditions enable

mostly local diffusion, and simulations with different electron-transport modeling are

largely the same with the exception of more restrictive values (fe < 0.05) flux-limiting.

Amongst materials, the biggest difference in the laser-coupling is observed in beryl-

lium simulations where the absorption decreases from 93% (fe = 0.15) to 81% (SNB)

for the highest laser intensity case. At lower laser intensities, inverse-bremsstrahlung

laser absorption is near order unity unless fe is small. With respect to plasma den-

sity and laser absorption, we find that fe = 0.07 − 0.09 Spitzer-Harm reasonably

matches the range of laser-coupling and electron density profiles produced with the

nonlocal transport model, which correlates with the range of fe from previous work

[92][78]. However, again we emphasize that no treatment of Spitzer-Harm transport

can replicate the cooler coronal electron temperatures.
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2.5 Implications for Experiments

In laser-plasma experiments, diagnostics cannot yield data needed to reproduce

plasma conditions vis-a-vis simulation outputs. Rather, the appropriate experimen-

tal observables must be identified. Experimentally, coronal electron temperatures and

densities can be determined by time-resolved optical Thomson Scattering diagnostics

[94] placed at the appropriate radial position to probe the coronal density and tem-

perature conditions. Once the laser-ablation front reaches a steady state, the free

expansion of the irradiated plasma can be reasonably approximated as a self-similar

isothermal rarefaction in spherical geometry, for which the density profile is described

as ne(r) ∼ exp(−r/Lne), where the density gradient scale length Lne = cSt/
√

3 with

plasma sound speed cS ∝ (ZTe/M)0.5 [95]. At 1015 W/cm2, cS ranges from 350-

400 µm/ns for the different materials. The corresponding plasma scale length is

Lne ∼ 200 µm at t = 1 ns, and so a probe placed 600 µm (three inverse e-foldings)

away from the initial outer radius ensures the simulated measurement probes electron

densities below 0.1nc, i.e. in sufficiently underdense plasma where the 351 nm driving

laser does not signficantly couple to the expanding plasma. For spheres at lower laser

intensities, it may be required for the probe position to be closer to the sphere due

to lower coronal temperatures.

Figure 2.10 shows the inferred Te values at a probe placed 600 µm from the initial

sphere (r = 1030 µm) over time for beryllium, aluminum, and copper at both 5×1014

W/cm2 and 1 × 1015 W/cm2 laser intensities. The electron densities are not shown

here, but we note they fall between 0.01nc − 0.1nc at this position. The low-density

tail of the plasma reaches the probe position at about the same time for simula-

tions of different laser intensities, corresponding to when a temperature is detected

by the probe. The red-shaded regions encompass the possible probe temperatures

from Spitzer-Harm modeling, with the lower boundary representing the fe = 0.15

results and upper boundary representing the fe = 0.03 results. The blue-shaded
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Figure 2.10: Inferred time-dependent coronal Te from HYDRA sphere simulations
driven by 5×1014 W/cm2 (top) and 1×1015 W/cm2 (bottom) laser intensities, taken
at position r = 1030 µm for beryllium, aluminum, and copper. The red, shaded
region encompasses the range of flux-limited Spitzer-Harm modeling with fe = 0.03−
0.15, while the blue-shaded encompasses the range of coronal temperatures observed
between the Base-, noBR-, and noEF-SNB variations. HYDRA-SNB coronal electron
temperatures are consistently cooler than their Spitzer-Harm counterparts, suggesting
that no value of flux-limited Spitzer-Harm can match SNB for these systems.

regions encompass probe temperatures from HYDRA-SNB, which are distinct from

Spitzer-Harm modeling, with the singular blue line representing Base-SNB HYDRA

simulations.

Pivoting towards the ablation region, the hotter thermal front in aluminum and

copper laser-irradiated spheres can be inferred by measuring the emitted radiation

power. In simulations for the mid-Z materials, a non-negligible fraction of the ab-

sorbed laser energy is re-emitted as radiation, in contrast to the lower-Z beryllium

where only 5% of the absorbed laser energy is converted. Some of the laser light ab-

sorbed in the corona is converted into X-rays, which radiates equally into the dense

plasma and out into the corona region. In the ablation region, X-rays are also pro-

duced in the electron-dominated front, but the plurality of the radiative flux consists

of a strong thermal contribution from the lower temperature radiation front where the
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Figure 2.11: Emitted X-ray power (solid lines) and scattered laser power (dashed
lines) vs. time for copper sphere simulations at 1 × 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity for
fe = 0.15 (red) Spitzer-Harm transport and Base-SNB (blue) HYDRA simulations for
the 24 TW square pulse (black line). The x-ray flux from the SNB nonlocal model is
greater (∼10 Terawatts) than X-ray emissions with Spitzer-Harm electron transport
modeling (∼7.5-9 Terawatts).

material and radiation temperature are strongly coupled. As HYDRA-SNB simula-

tions produce a hotter thermal front due to the electron preheating, the total emitted

radiative power is increased. Figure 2.11 shows the total emissions and laser scat-

tering over time for copper at 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity for the Base-SNB and f =

0.15 Spitzer-Harm thermal conduction models, illuminated by the 1 ns, 24 TW peak

power square pulse. The emitted power from the fe = 0.15 simulation is the largest

possible radiation flux obtained from Spitzer-Harm modeling, starting at 9 TW and

reducing to 7.5 TW right before the end of the pulse. In contrast, the HYDRA Base-

SNB simulation presents larger radiation heat fluxes (about 10 TW throughout the

pulse duration) than the range of Spitzer-Harm modeling.

In addition to HYDRA simulations with polar SN radiation transport, we also

performed HYDRA simulations using flux-limited radiation diffusion. Coronal elec-
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tron temperatures and densities are similar between polar SN and radiation diffusion

methods, and the observed reduction in coronal electron temperatures due to nonlocal

thermal conduction is consistent. Differences in the plasma evolution between these

HYDRA simulations emerge in the size and temperature of the radiative front, and

these differences propagate to the emitted radiation flux. Figure 2.12 shows the cor-

responding X-ray conversion efficiency ηCE for copper as a function of laser intensity

for Spitzer-Harm with fe = 0.15 and Base-SNB electron conduction models, as well as

for polar SN radiation transport and flux-limited radiation diffusion. The conversion

efficiency ηCE is defined as (PR/Pabs), where Pabs is the absorbed laser power, and PR

is the emitted X-ray power. Here, all values are calculated at t =1 ns. In HYDRA

simulations with SN , ηCE is 10% larger when compared to HYDRA simulations with

radiation diffusion. However, we note that independent of the radiation transport

approach the trend towards increased emissions with the SNB model is consistent.

This effect is more significant with increasing laser intensity. Similar behavior is ob-

served in aluminum sphere simulations: At 1× 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity and with

multigroup radiation diffusion, ηCE ∼ 30% and 25% for SNB and SH electron con-

duction (at 1 ×1015 W/cm2). From SN transport simulations, ηCE ∼ 20% and 16%,

respectively, for the reduced-nonlocal and classical electron conduction models.
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2.6 Discussion

Close agreement between the maximum K2-VFP and SNB heat fluxes is observed

in the near-corona at densities close to nc. This is encouraging, as the heat flux in the

this region influences the temperatures and densities that develop, and subsequently

affects the laser coupling to the plasma. This finding is also evidenced in the inline

temperature evolution test in Section 2.4.2, where the resulting plasma temperatures

at electron densities close to critical are very similar between SNB and kinetic pre-

dictions. In addition, peak heat flux predictions of noBR-SNB against other SNB

variations corroborate the effect of improvements suggested by Brodrick et al [2],

though improvements from the adjustments suggested by Sherlock et al. [62] were

not observed in radiation hydrodynamics simulations.
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In the ablation front, preheat is predicted by K2-VFP simulations in the form of an

advancing heat flux intruding into the radiation-dominated region from the electron-

dominated region. In comparison, the SNB preheat is smaller and less penetrative

into the radiation-dominated region. This preheat feature occurs because heat carry-

ing electrons in the range of 3.7v/vT from this area stream through the lower-density

plasma into the denser, more collisional plasma within the radiative front. For exam-

ple, consider the delocalized electrons originating from the depletion region in heat

flux distribution shown in Fig. 2.4(a) at r = 450 µm, corresponding to a plasma tem-

perature of 13.7 keV. Using equation 2.8 and local plasma conditions, λei = 15.8 µm

at this location, and reduces to 6 µm once the electrons reach the plasma conditions

in the radiation front at r = 430 µm. This process is a continuous cascade, with

faster electrons depleting from hotter regions and accumulating in cooler regions, as

indicated by the shape of the heat flux distribution in Fig. 2.4(b). The net result is an

accumulation of high-velocity electrons in low-temperature foot as indicated by the

heat flux distribution in Fig. 2.4(b). In SNB, the EDF is not explicitly considered

enroute to the calculation of the electron heat flux. However, Sherlock et al. [62]

demonstrated that f1 can be inferred from SNB such that the heat flux distribution

f1v
5 can be reconstructed. In previous work, f1v

5 was shown for a simple-heat bath

problem, with the K2 kinetic heat flux being carried by higher-velocity electrons rel-

ative to SNB. This behavior is a possible explanation for the smaller SNB preheat

feature observed in Section 2.4.1, as lower velocity electrons will not penetrate as

far into the radiation-dominated region. HYDRA-SNB simulations indicate that the

additional electron heating into the radiation-dominated region results in a hotter

radiative front, and subsequently the electron heat flux is recycled into higher self-

emissions than those obtained with Spitzer-Harm modeling. This increased emission

from HYDRA-SNB simulations occurs despite lower laser-coupling (as the peak heat

flux is restricted). As the K2-VFP preheat feature is even larger, it is possible that
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the radiative emissions would also be higher if a HYDRA-VFP simulation were to be

undertaken.

From previous work comparing the SNB model to kinetic codes, a number of cor-

rections emerged [2][62], which were considered in this work by the different variations

used in HYDRA-SNB simulations. One intention of these corrections was to reduce

coronal heat fluxes, which is corroborated in this work by noEF-SNB (which neglects

E , carries separate mfps for λei and λee, and includes ξ and r = 2) consistently pre-

dicting the lowest coronal heat fluxes. It should also be noted that in the present

work, differences in coronal heat fluxes are the only major distinction between the

noEF, noSL, and Base-SNB variations. However contrary to previous findings, here

it is observed that SNB generally underpredicts coronal heat fluxes, such that these

adjustments give rise to greater disagreement with kinetic modeling. Presently, it is

unclear why coronal heat flux results between SNB and VFP disagree with previous

findings, and for this problem the general observed trend with present modifications

to λei and λee imply that a simultaneous agreement of these two regions with the

K2-VFP calculations is not achievable. These disagreements are considered in the

potential Thomson scattering measurement in Section 2.5, and despite the broad-

ening of the range of nonlocal temperatures at the probe position the result is still

distinct from Spitzer-Harm simulations. Alternatively, it is possible that a better heat

flux prediction would be facilitated by definitions of λei and λee that differentiate be-

tween ablative and coronal plasma conditions. However, such an approach could also

make SNB more problem-dependent.

A natural extension of this work would be to include 2D/3D effects which may af-

fect the thermal transport. It is likely 2D/3D effects will present in the plasma corona

near nc. In addition to delocalization by fast electrons escaping the bulk temperature

gradient, thermal conductivity is also reduced by much smaller temperature perturba-

tions if λei for heat-carrying electrons is long relative to the perturbation wavelength
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k. In the corona, this behavior could emerge from a reduced collisionality in the low-

density plasma (λei ∝ n−1
e ), such that the thermal transport may be inhibited even

if λei/LT is not large. It is important to emphasize that the ability of SNB to repro-

duce this behavior has been assessed against kinetic codes [2] in the Epperlein-Short

test [52]. In 1D, the temperature profile is fairly smooth, but in 2D/3D radiation-

hydrodynamic simulations, temperature perturbations that affect the heat transport

prediction could emerge from non-uniformities in laser illumination due to the beam

overlap geometry. An additional asymmetry results from the stalk used to hold the

sphere for the duration of laser heating [87], which necessitates dropping of beams in

its proximity leading to an inherently 3D temperature map (though the temperature

profile opposite of the stalk is well represented by 1D simulations). Cumulatively,

these 3D temperature asymmetries could seed the growth of magnetic fields in the

plasma corona from non-parallel Te and ne gradients via the Biermann battery effect,

though recent work in similar conditions indicated this additional magnetic effect on

the heat transport is minimal. [87],

As the intention of this work is to focus on the electron transport modeling,

the effects of laser-plasma interactions (LPI), namely of two-plasmon decay (TPD),

stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), were

not considered. In regards to TPD, a practical intensity threshold was previously

introduced [70], given here as 5 × 1015Te,KeV /(Ln,µmλµ) W/cm2, where Ln is the

electron density gradient scale length, and λµ is the laser wavelength in microns.

Using copper plasma conditions from 1015 W/cm2 HYDRA simulations at t = 1 ns

at 0.25nC density (Te = 3.2 keV, Ln = 100 µm), we calculate IL ∼ 4.5× 1014 W/cm2,

meaning that TPD is likely to emerge at the higher end of laser intensities considered

in this study. In practice, SRS is mitigated by smoothing spectral dispersion [96], but

could also be present in these laser-plasmas. Generally, this class of LPI producing

hot electrons can be disregarded due to the geometry of the solid laser-sphere and
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the relevant observables, as long mean-free-path electrons do not affect conditions in

the collisionless coronal plasma, and do not substantially affect the preheat feature

provided that the total energy of the high-energy electrons population is not large.

However, reduced laser coupling due to SBS enabling cross-beamed-energy transfer

(CBET) has been shown to reduce laser-coupling to the sphere as potentially absorbed

laser energy is transferred to outgoing scattered beams [87][79]. The reduced laser

coupling could lead to a cooler overall plasma with less steep temperature gradients,

reducing the observed nonlocal effects. This lower laser absorption could be accounted

for by modulating the laser-drive profile in simulations, and of course more fully with

the inclusion of an inline CBET model [97][98] or alternatively with a complimentary

study of CBET effects using a laser ray-tracing code, which should be the subject of

future investigation.

Nevertheless, the present work clearly demonstrates changes in the plasma and

correlates them to aspects of the nonlocal transport differing from Spitzer-Harm mod-

eling. In the far corona the expanding plasma is largely decoupled from the incoming

laser, and reduced heat fluxes would still enable a cooler free-expanding plasma, re-

gardless of LPI effects at densities near nc to the emergent plasma. It is also worth

highlighting the higher emissions observed in moderate-Z materials, owing to the sec-

ondary interaction of the electron preheat with radiation transport in the ablation

region. This coupling effect may be strongest in mid-Z materials where the electron

and radiative fluxes are most comparable [46]. In addition, though CBET is still

present its impact may be mitigated at mid-Z due to the higher inherent efficiency of

IB absorption.

2.7 Conclusions

In summary, this work assesses the effect of electron transport in the laser-irradiated

sphere with a series of rigorous comparative studies, first between the SNB model with
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various corrections and K2 kinetics predictions, and then between the various SNB

configurations and Spitzer-Harm local diffusion in HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics

simulations. This study represents the first suite of integrated modeling comparisons

of these corrections, which were previously benchmarked in simplified profiles rele-

vant to hohlraum modeling. Stationary profile comparisons between HYDRA-SNB

and K2-VFP show that the SNB model that incorporates corrections from Brodrick

[2] provides reasonable agreement with K2-VFP predictions, reducing heat flux errors

to from 40% to 10% at the highest laser intensity of 1015 W/cm2. In the preheat region

SNB underpredicts the preheat compared to K2-VFP, while in the coronal region the

SNB heat fluxes are too strongly inhibited. However, a temperature evolution test

between the K2-SNB and K2 Fokker-Planck heat fluxes indicates the effects resulting

from these heat flux discrepancies on the temperatures in the plasma corona is small.

Three different aspects of nonlocal transport arise in the laser-irradiated sphere:

the maximum electron heat flux is reduced (historically, this is addressed with flux-

limited Spitzer-Harm), the heat flux at the interface between the electron-heat-flux-

and radiation-heat-flux-dominated regions is enhanced by preheat, and the heat flux

in the free expanding low-density coronal plasma is reduced. From HYDRA radiation-

hydrodynamics simulations, it is observed that in the free-expanding coronal the

reduced heat fluxes produce a cooler plasma than the range of Spitzer-Harm mod-

eling, which can be directly measured with a Thomson Scattering diagnostic. And

in the dense plasma, the preheating enhances energy transport towards the high-

density, low-temperature radiation-dominated front, resulting in higher emitted ra-

diative fluxes than the range of Spitzer-Harm modeling. For mid-Z spheres, it is

proposed that the preheating within the radiation-dominated region could be as-

sessed with measurements of the radiative emissions. Both of these effects in the

laser-irradiated sphere can and should be tested by experiments.
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CHAPTER III

Laser-Irradiated Spheres II: The Effect of

Non-Maxwellian Electron Distributions on

Laser-Plasma Radiation Emissions

3.1 Abstract

In this chapter, studies of laser-irradiated spheres are extended by considering the

effect of non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution functions (EEDFs) on the pre-

dictions of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) collisional-radiative atomic

kinetics, and subsequently on the calculated radiation transport and radiative spectra

emergent from the laser-irradiated sphere using Cretin. To accurately consider non-

Maxwellian electron distributions, Cretin calculations use a fully discretized repre-

sentation of the EEDF for computing the ensemble-averaged atomic rate coefficients

required to calculate the plasma charge state balances, radiative emissivities and ra-

diative opacities. Cretin simulations are performed for both uniform (0D) plasma

conditions and 1D HYDRA profiles with radiation transport. For 1D calculations,

non-Maxwellian electron distribution information is taken from K2 Vlasov-Fokker-

Planck (VFP) kinetic simulations of HYDRA plasma conditions to assess the effect

of nonlocal electron heat transport, and from analytical Langdon distributions in the

plasma corona to assess the effect of collisional laser absorption. From these studies,
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it is found that non-Maxwellian electron distributions affect K-shell line emissions

with the largest increases in the most intense K−shell features (+10%) from Lang-

don distributions driven by collisional laser absorption, but do not strongly impact

the total radiative flux (<1%) from the laser-irradiated sphere. These changes in

the radiation spectra and integrated flux from non-Maxwellian electrons are smaller

than the changes that emerge from the different heat fluxes predicted from a nonlocal

electron heat transport model.

3.2 Introduction

In radiation-hydrodynamics modeling of plasmas, the electron and ion species are

assumed to have Maxwellian particle velocity distributions. However, many plasmas

have non-Maxwellian electron distributions, which influences their radiative proper-

ties, and may also affect their energy transport and evolution. In the laboratory

fusion efforts, evidence of non-Maxwellian electrons have been observed in tokamaks

[99], laser-plasmas [100][101], and pulsed-power generated plasmas [11][102]. In laser-

driven inertial fusion, excessive suprathermal or “hot” electrons are generated that can

preheat the fusion fuel, hindering the efficient compression of the fusion fuel capsule.

And in tokamaks, hot electron tails may runaway which can affect the stability and

control of the confined plasma and also damage the experimental facility [103]. On

the other hand, in fast-ignition schemes hot electrons are a strong candidate for ig-

niting fusion fuel [104][105]. Clearly, non-Maxwellian electrons are impactful in many

laboratory plasma systems, and it is worthwhile to study their effects.

Accordingly, this study extends on the work in Chapter II by assessing the effect

of non-Maxwellian electron distributions on the radiative properties of the plasma in

the laser-irradiated sphere. In laser-plasmas irradiated at these laser intensities, non-

Maxwellian electrons come from three sources: from inverse-bremsstrahlung laser

heating in the plasma corona [68], from additional laser-plasma interactions [106],
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and from non-classical electron heat transport [60]. A complete consideration of

these non-Maxwellian effects involves the simultaneous coupling of a kinetic elec-

tron VFP model with a collisional-radiative atomic-kinetics model with a relativistic

particle-in-cell code, all inline within a radiation hydrodynamics code. Presently this

approach is unviable. Instead, an a posteriori hybrid-approach is used, where ra-

diative emissions are calculated with the atomic-kinetics code Cretin from HYDRA

plasma conditions with the inclusion of discretized non-Maxwellian electron energy

distributions. Descriptions for these discrete distributions are taken from either K2-

VFP kinetic calculations (to consider nonlocal transport) or from analytical theory

(to consider inverse-bremsstrahlung laser heating).

First, an expanded description of various sources of non-Maxwellian electrons in

laser-plasmas is given in section 3.3. For completeness, this section also includes a

description of LPI mechanisms that produce non-Maxwellian electrons, though they

are not considered in this study. This is followed by a description of the models

and codes in section 3.4. Simulation results are shown in section 3.5, first from 0D

Cretin calculations of a couple of laser-plasma conditions, and then from 1D Cretin

calculations of various laser-irradiated spheres illuminated with irradiances IL = 1015

W/cm2. Section 3.6 provides a discussion of the study results. Finally, conclusions

are given in section 3.7.

3.3 Non-Maxwellian Electrons in Laser-Plasmas

3.3.1 Super-Gaussian Energy Distribution Functions from Collisional Ab-

sorption

At the laser intensities below the relativistic threshold where collisionless absorp-

tion dominates ( [IL · λ2
µ] < 1017 W/cm2) [107], the primary mechanism by which

laser light transfers energy to a plasma is through inducing velocity oscillations in
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electrons, which are then damped through electron-ion collisions, thereby transfer-

ring laser energy from the light to the plasma. This collisional process of laser photon

energy absorption is known as inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption [43]. In a

plasma that absorbs laser energy through IB absorption, the influence of collisional

absorption can distort the electron energy distribution function from a Maxwellian to

a super-Gaussian of exponential order m > 2 [68][108], which is also referred to as a

Langdon distribution. The resulting electron distribution function shape is dictated

by both the rate of IB heating from electron-ion collisions (∼ νeiv
2
os), which tends

to produce a flatter electron distribution, and the rate of electron-electron collisions

(∼ νeev
2
th), which acts to thermalize the electron distribution towards a Maxwellian.

As νei = Zνee, the relative importance of IB heating to electron-electron collisions is

characterized by the parameter

α = Z
v2
os

v2
th

, (3.1)

where Z is the plasma ionization, and vth is the electron thermal velocity, and vos

is the electron oscillating velocity. Accordingly, the electron energy distribution is

instead a super-Gaussian with exponent m, where m is solely dependent upon the

parameter α, and is defined as

m = 2 + 3/(1 + 1.66/α0.724). (3.2)

The corresponding electron velocity distribution function is

fm(x, v, t) = Cm exp

[
−
(
mev

2

2kBTe
am

)m/2]
, (3.3)
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with coefficients am and Cm defined as

am =
2

3

Γ(5/m)

Γ(3/m)
, (3.4)

Cm =
ne
4π

(
me

2kBTe

)3/2
ma

3/2
m

Γ(3/m)
. (3.5)

In the limit of α � 1, then m = 2 and the distribution reverts to the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution. In the limit of α → ∞, the distribution becomes a super-

Gaussian with m = 5. Atomic kinetics calculations consider the electron density

distribution in energy space as opposed to velocity space. From Equation 3.3, the

equivalent energy distribution with respect to the electron energy E = 1
2
mev

2 is is

taken from imposing the equivalence fmd3v = 4πv2dv ≡ fm,EdE, which yields

fm,E =
4π

m
3/2
e

√
2E Cm exp

[
−
(

E

kBTe
am

)m/2]
. (3.6)

As is shown later in Section 3.5.1, α and m from Equations 3.1 and 3.2 can be

calculated using local plasma conditions from radiation-hydrodynamic simulations,

and Langdon distributions can then be defined with Equation 3.6.

3.3.2 Nonlocal Heat Transport

In kinetic simulations of fusion-relevant laser-plasmas it was found that the dif-

fusion approximation (f0 + f1) is sufficient for modeling nonlocal electron transport

in these conditions [59][60]. These studies demonstrated that the nonlocal heat flux,

which is dependent upon the asymmetric component of the electron distribution f1, is

most affected by the deviation of the symmetric component f0, which is Maxwellian

in the limit of small gradients. As f0 � f1, non-Maxwellian electron distributions

develop coincidently with nonlocal deviations from Spitzer-Harm electron transport

in the vicinity of steep temperature gradients in these laser-plasmas.
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Precise kinetic distributions from radiation-hydrodynamics can be calculated from

Vlasov-Fokker-Planck calculations with the K2 code. Procedurally, this approach is

equivalent to the kinetic studies performed in the previous chapter. However in this

study our interest is not in the heat flux, which relies upon the asymmetric first-order

anisotropy f1, but rather in the entire electron distribution function f(E) whose shape

is dominated by the zeroth-order symmetric component of the energy distribution,

f0.

3.3.3 Hot Electron Production from Laser-Plasma Interactions

Besides collisional absorption other absorption mechanisms affect how energy from

the propagating laser light couples to the plasma. Generally speaking, modifications

in the laser absorption behavior induced by these laser-plasma interactions (LPI)

manifest in two ways: they can affect the total energy coupling in the laser-plasma

system, and they can generate hot electrons. LPI processes that generate hot elec-

trons do so by the excitation of electron plasma waves with large phase velocities,

which can accelerate electrons to high energies through nonlinear Landau damping

[109], or through electron plasma wave collapse [110][111]. From the laser light, elec-

tron plasma waves are excited during resonance absorption at the critical density nc,

and through the parametric instabilities two-plasmon decay and stimulated Raman

scattering.

For resonance absorption, first consider an oblique light wave propagating towards

a plasma with a density gradient. If the electronic vector of the light wave lies within

the plane of incidence, then the light wave is p-polarized. In this orientation, the

electric field is in the direction of the density gradient, and causes electrons to oscillate.

At the critical density the plasma frequency is equivalent to the laser frequency ωL,

so the electron plasma wave with frequency ωpe grows resonantly, which also enhances

the laser absorption into the plasma.
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The other two mechanisms are parametric three-wave processes, where an in-

coming light wave at the laser frequency resonantly decays into two waves [43]. In

stimulated Raman scattering, the laser light wave decays into a scattered light wave

and an excited electron plasma wave, i.e., ωL = ωs + ωpe. The stimulated Raman

scattering process requires that ωL ≥ 2ωpe, or alternatively ne ≤ nc/4, meaning this

process occurs at electron densities equal to or below quarter critical. Alternatively,

for the two-plasmon decay (TPD) instability the laser light wave decays into two elec-

tron plasma waves or ωL ' 2ωpe, and so the growth of this instability is concentrated

in the proximity of quarter-critical density.

3.4 Models and Methods

In modeling a physical system, a numerical approach must be chosen. This de-

cision is inherently challenging. One must select a physical model to represent the

behavior of interest, and this model must be validated. The model must be numer-

ically discretized, which introduces numerical errors that can affect or even obscure

physical processes core to the system’s evolution. Even if the former two choices are

soundly made, discrepancies in the initialization of a computational simulation with

those of the experiment, as well as uncertainties from experimental observations and

measurements must be quantified. And finally, it is important to state here that even

if this is all done correctly, such descriptions and the computational codes that feature

them do not supplant reality. Rather, often studied physical systems conveniently fit

within the limits of one code and its descriptions. But if the problem of interest crosses

multiple descriptions–like in this study–then multiple codes are required. This study

employs three codes in its modeling: the HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics code, the

K2-VFP kinetic code, and the Cretin atomic-kinetics code. The specific roles as well

as numerical details of simulations from each code are described next.
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3.4.1 HYDRA Laser-Irradiated Sphere

The HYDRA laser-irradiated sphere model is equivalent to the system studied

and described in the previous chapter. The sphere is uniformly irradiated by sixty

351 nm wavelength (3ω) beams, with intensity profile I(r) = Ioe
−( r

ro
)
n

, where r is

the profile radius in microns, ro = 358 µm and n = 5.2. Only one laser pulse is

considered, which is a square pulse with 200 ps rise time and 2 ns duration with peak

intensity of IL ∼ 1.03 × 1014W/cm2, equivalent to 24 terawatts of laser energy at

maximum power. In this study four materials are considered for the 12.5 µm outer

coating of the 430 µm radius solid, carbon-core sphere: copper (Z = 29) with mass

density ρ = 8.96 g/cm3, titanium (Z = 22) with mass density ρ = 4.51 g/cm3, iron (Z

= 26) with mass density ρ = 7.87 g/cm3, and finally germanium (Z = 32) with mass

density ρ = 10.50 g/cm3. The radiation transfer equation is solved using a polar SN

(discrete ordinates) method [89]; this radiation transport approach is equivalent to

that used in the Cretin atomic-kinetics code. The materials are modeled with tabu-

lated equations of states from LEOS and TABOP local-thermodynamic equilibrium

(LTE) opacities. In the hot, underdense corona the collisional-radiative model DCA

[44] is employed to describe the non-LTE atomic kinetics, with transition temperature

from LTE to NLTE at 100 eV. Requisite with the resolution requirements found in

the previous chapter (see Appendix A), 900− 1200 Lagrangian zones are used in the

simulation domain to ensure < 2.5% variation in the total energy deposited via laser

absorption(see Appendix A for details regarding resolution and convergence). Simu-

lations are performed using Spitzer-Harm thermal transport without flux-limiting, or

with the SNB nonlocal transport model with the corrections suggested by Brodrick

et al. [2].
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3.4.2 K2-VFP

In this work, the Lagrangian Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) code K2 [62] is used to

evolve the non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution functions using plasma con-

ditions from HYDRA-SNB simulations with a frozen-flow approximation–meaning

hydrodynamics do not heat or cool the electron energy distributions. Similarly, the

effects upon the electron energy distribution by energy transport from radiation ab-

sorption and emission are not considered. While the electron energy distributions

evolve through electron thermal transport, heating and cooling operators are simul-

taneously employed to maintain the mean kinetic energy for the distributions at each

position, i.e., the temperature of the plasma does not change. The heating operator

is of the Langdon form [68] analogous to laser heating, while for cooling a modi-

fied Langdon operator is used that tends to shift the energy distribution towards a

Maxwellian. In these K2 kinetic calculations, only the f0 and f1 spherical harmonics

are considered.

K2-VFP simulations are initiated with a 1000 cell uniform grid on which plasma

conditions from HYDRA simulations are interpolated. This interpolation is truncated

in the expanding coronal region at ne = 0.005nc, which excludes some of the hot,

underdense corona. This is done to reduce the spatial range of interpolation to enable

better resolution of the denser, cooler parts of the laser-ablation front, and does not

affect the kinetic calculation. The electron energy group is discretized into 180 groups

uniform in velocity space, with maximum velocity vmax = 6×vth, or equivalently with

Emax = 36 × Eth where Eth is the electron energy at the thermal temperature. The

numerical time step is shorter than the electron-ion collision time, and is typically

a few femtoseconds for these simulations. In the plasma, the electron distributions

are evolved until they reach the non-Maxwellian steady-state, which occurs in a few

picoseconds.
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3.4.3 Cretin

The non-local thermodynamic equilibrium atomic kinetics and radiation code

Cretin [44] is used to calculate detailed radiative spectra from HYDRA plasma con-

ditions. Cretin employs a collisional-radiative model for the treatment of atomic

kinetics, which procedurally involves the calculation of transitional rates from both

collisional and radiative processes. Once all the rate coefficients have been calculated,

the atomic populations are evolved using the rate equation dy
dt

= Ay, where y is a

vector representing the population densities of each the atomic levels, and A is the

rate matrix. Finally, these atomic populations are used to determine the charge state

distribution and to construct the line and continuum emission spectra of the plasma.

There is no atomic data inherent in Cretin, rather the specific information for elec-

tronic energy level structure and transition processes for each element of interest is

specified in an external model. For the studies performed in this chapter, Cretin

calculations use the DCA atomic physics model, which is equivalent to the model

employed in HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamic simulations.

In the collisional-radiative approach, rate coefficients 〈vσ〉 for collisional processes

such as excitation and ionization are integrated from the particle distribution as

〈vσ〉 =

∞∫

∆E

vσ(ε)F (ε)dε, (3.7)

where v is the electron velocity, ε is the electron energy, σ(ε) is the energy-dependent

collisional process cross-section, and F (ε) is the distribution function for electrons or

ions. The reverse rates of de-excitation and recombination are calculated by enforcing

detailed balance. The analogous radiative rates of photoionization and photoexcita-

tion are calculated by integrating over the photon energy spectrum. Autoionizing

levels are present and Auger decay rates are included as well. If F (ε) is a known

distribution shape (e.g., Maxwellian) for a specific plasma temperature, then it can
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be analytically expressed such that 〈vσ〉 is easily directly calculated. To represent

deviations from a single Maxwellian, a simple extension is to utilize a bimodal (e.g.,

2-temperature) energy distribution, where the secondary temperature component of

the distribution function is represented with an appropriate Maxwellian with tem-

perature Th and density fraction fh. The subscript h denotes hot as typically these

approaches are used in the modeling of hot electron populations. However, this 2-

temperature approach is inadequate in representing the electron energy distribution

functions considered in this chapter, particularly in the plasma corona where the elec-

tron distributions actually have a deficit of higher-energy electrons. This behavior

is observed both in the Langdon distributions and the electron distributions from

K2-VFP kinetics calculations in this work. Instead, this study employs a fully dis-

crete representation of the electron distribution function F (ε) in the calculation of

various collisional rates in the atomic-kinetics calculations. Forward collisional rates

for excitation and ionization are calculated from numerically integrating Equation

3.7 with the non-Maxwellian discrete representation for F (ε). In addition, detailed

balance cannot be enforced for non-Maxwellian electron distributions [112], so reverse

collisional rates for de-excitation and recombination must also be directly calculated

from numerical integration. At the time of this writing, this utilization of discrete

electron energy distributions represents a new capability in Cretin. Because a discrete

representation of F (ε) introduces another source of numerical error in the calculation

of collisional rates from Equation 3.7, a convergence study was performed to constrain

our studies (see Appendix B).
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3.5 Results

3.5.1 0D Cretin Calculations

First, we perform 0D Cretin calculations to assess the effect of non-Maxwellian dis-

tributions from different plasma conditions within the laser-irradiated sphere. These

0D calculations assume an infinite plasma uniform in defined intrinsic properties (e.g.,

density and temperature) and do not consider radiation transport. Figure 3.1a shows

the plasma conditions and the laser intensity (Te, Ti, TR, ne) from HYDRA radiation-

hydrodynamics simulations of copper illuminated by a square pulse with 200 picosec-

ond (0.2 nanosecond) rise time and nominal maximum laser irradiance of IL = 1015

W/cm2 at time t = 0.5 ns. These conditions are identical to the highest laser intensity

considered for copper-spheres in the Chapter II. The shaded regions correspond to the

radiation-transport dominant ablation region, electron heat-transport dominant ab-

lation region, and near coronal region where both electron-heat and laser-absorption

energy mechanisms are comparably high. The plasma is in local-thermodynamic equi-

librium (meaning the temperatures of the three species–ions, electrons, and radiation

field–are equivalent) through the radiation-dominated front, beyond which the bulk

radiation field largely decouples from the ablating plasma in the electron thermal

transport dominated region while the electron and ion temperatures begin to diverge

slightly due to decreased collisionality in the less dense plasma. In the coronal plasma,

the electrons are heated by the laser, which further decouples their energy (and tem-

perature) from the ion species. From this plasma, the absolute-integrated difference

between the Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDFs, crudely defined as

δ =
1

2

∫
|fMW (E)− f(E)|dE, (3.8)

where the energy distribution functions are normalized such that
∫
f(E)dE = 1, is

shown in Figure 3.1b. The one-half factor outside the integral is written for con-
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venience so that 0 < δ < 1. The quantity δ will also be colloquially referred to in

terms of percentages. The largest differences in the electron distribution functions

from K2-VFP predictions are in the near-corona at sub-critical electron densities,

where δ is of order 10−2, with local maximum of ∼ 0.045 or 4.5% at the electron

density of approximately 0.5 × nc. Further inside the laser-irradiated sphere ablation

front in the electron heat-transport dominated ablation region, the Maxwellian and

non-Maxwellian distribution functions differ by 1-2 percent. Finally in the denser,

radiation-transport dominated LTE region, δ is ∼ 10−3, smaller by an order of mag-

nitude.

In addition to EEDF information from Vlasov-Fokker-Planck simulations, we

can alternatively consider super-Gaussian EEDFs in the plasma corona due to colli-

sional heating, where f(E) is dictated by Equation 3.6. From HYDRA simulations,

α = Zv2
os/v

2
th can be locally defined by the plasma parameters. Here, the electron

oscillation velocity is calculated in cgs units as vos = c ×
√
I14λ2

µ/117, where I14 is

the laser intensity in units of 1014 W/cm2, and λµ is the laser light wavelength in

microns (λµ = 0.353), and c is the speed of light [3]. The super-Gaussian exponent

m for these Langdon distributions as well as the background laser intensity are also

shown in Figure 3.1b, with the steepest Langdon distributions withm = 2.73 near the

critical density, reducing to m = 2.55 at 0.1nc. This decrease in m is primarily due to

the reduction in laser intensity with radius r, which is a consequence of the spherical

geometry. However, as the attenuation of the laser intensity IL in radial distance is

more gradual than the reduction in ∂Te
∂r

corresponding to the electron heat flux from

the steep plasma electron temperature profiles, more non-Maxwellian electron energy

distributions and consequently higher δ is observed in the far-corona region due to

inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption.

The first region considered in 0D Cretin calculations is in the electron-dominated

ablation front at radius r = 440µm, indicated by the black-diamond marker in Figure
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Profiles of the electron, ion, and radiation temperature as well as
electron density normalized by the critical density nc for a copper sphere heated
by a laser of irradiance IL = 1.03 × 1015 W/cm2 at time t = 0.5 ns. The shaded
regions correspond to the radiation transport dominated front (blue), electron thermal
transport dominated front (red), and the near coronal plasma out to ∼ 0.1×nc. The
next panel (b) shows the corresponding deviation δ of the kinetic K2-VFP (magenta
line) and Langdon super-Gaussian (magenta dashed) electron energy distribution
functions from the Maxwellian distribution. For Langdon distributions, the spatial
distribution of the laser distribution and super-Gaussian exponent m is also shown
(black).

3.1a. Here the plasma electron and ion temperatures are Te = 995 eV and Ti = 875 eV,

and the radiative temperature TR is 220 eV. The plasma electron density is ∼ 2.7×nc,

with number densities of ne = 2.39×1022 cm−3 and ni = 9.08×1020 cm−3, respectively,
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for the electron and ion densities. With respect to the Maxwellian energy distribution

for this position, δ = 0.0154 or 1.54% from the kinetic K2-VFP distribution.

The Maxwellian and K2-VFP kinetics electron energy distributions are shown

in Figure 3.2 as well as the difference between the distributions. Compared to the

Maxwellian distribution, the kinetic distribution is narrower, with an increased pop-

ulation of electrons (1.1% higher) about the thermal temperature in electron energies

up to 1500 eV. From 1500-6600 eV, the narrower kinetic distribution has a 1.5% deficit

in electrons, and conversely has an enhanced population of hotter electrons in the high

energy tail of the distribution of about 0.4%. This plasma condition from the electron

heat-flux dominated region is downstream from the hotter coronal plasma. This sur-

plus of electrons is due to the nonlocal accumulation of heat-carrying electrons from

further up the temperature gradient. Subsequently, the deficit of moderate energy

electrons and surplus of electrons with energies about the electron thermal velocity

occurs in order to prevent an increase in the kinetic temperature from this electron

distribution.

3.5.1.1 Electron-Dominated Heat Transport Ablation Front

In Cretin, atomic-kinetics calculations are initiated using HYDRA plasma condi-

tions (Te, Ti, TR, ni) and the electron energy distribution functions shown in Figure

3.2. The electron densities vary slightly with the average ionization of the plasma,

which is calculated from the atomic population distribution that is obtained from

solving the rate equation. For this case, the Maxwellian distribution is slightly denser

with Z = 25.92, against Z = 25.86 from the non-Maxwellian energy distribution.

Figure 3.3 shows the subsequent spectral emissivities produced from Cretin calcula-

tions for the Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian (K2-VFP) cases. The lines at photon

energies < 2.5 keV, which are composed of emissions from L− and M−shell tran-

sitions, are essentially the same between the Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian cases.
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Figure 3.2: Electron energy distributions from Vlasov-Fokker-Planck calculations
with the K2 code (blue) and from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a plasma
with electron temperature of Te = 995 eV, using HYDRA plasma conditions from
position r = 440µm in Figure 3.1a.

Differences are observed at photon energies >8 keV, both in the continuum radiation

and in the lines and features from the copper K-shell. The most intense K-shell

feature from the higher-energy portion of the emissivity is shown in Figure 3.4(a),

with the charge-state contributions shown in Figure 3.4(c). This K-shell feature is
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composed of lines from 2−1 (meaning L- to K-shell) transitions, and is dominated by

lower isoelectronic (higher ionization) states, specifically with the higherest emissions

from He-like, Li-like, and Be-like lines. Higher energy K-shell complexes and lines are

shown in Figure 3.4(b), with again specific charge-state contributions shown in Fig-

ure 3.4(d). The complexes from ∼ 9500-10000 eV are due to 3−1 (M− to K−shell)

transitions from the He-, Li-, Be-, and B-like charge states. At photon energies > 10

keV, most lines are from He-like transitions.
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Figure 3.3: Emissivity spectra from Maxwellian (red) and K2-VFP (blue) electron
energy distributions for electron temperature Te = 995 eV for a copper plasma with
ion density 9.08× 1020 cm−3, Ti = 875 eV and TR = 220 eV.

Comparing the two distributions, it is evident that the K2-VFP kinetic EEDF en-

hances the intensity of K-shell emission features, especially for lines due to collisional

excitations in He-like charge states. The intensity of lines and complexes (composed

of multiple transitions) emitted from other charge-states is also enhanced, especially

in the K-shell feature composed of 2−1 transitions, where the local peak about the

Li-like complex is 20% higher in the non-Maxwellian case. The changes in the in-

tensity of these features is similar to changes invoked by a hot electron population.
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Figure 3.4: K−shell line emissivity spectra of a copper plasma from a Maxwellian
(red) and K2-VFP (blue) electron distributions for electron temperature Te = 995 eV
with ion density 9.08 × 1020 cm−3, Ti = 875 eV and TR = 220 eV, from (a) photon
energies between 8000-8500 eV and from (b) photon energies between 9000-11000 eV.
This bulk K−shell feature is composed of line emissions from various charge states
with emissions from (c) 2-1 transitions for photon energies 8000-8500 eV and (d)
higher number shell transitions for energies from 9000-11000 eV.

This behavior is not entirely surprising as the K2-VFP electron distribution exhibits

a surplus of electrons at energies higher than 6500 eV. The density modulations

observed at lower energies in the electron distribution affect the L− and M−shell

transitions, which are ∼100 times more intense than those from the K-shell and

thus have a stronger impact on the total emissivity. Considering the entire emission

spectrum, the energy/frequency-integrated emission is 1.51 ×1023 ergs/s/cm3 from

the Maxwellian distribution. From the K2-VFP distribution the emission increases

slightly to 1.56 ×1023 ergs/s/cm3, and so in aggregate these density modulations in
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the EEDF enhances the total emissivity of the plasma by 3%.

3.5.1.2 Sub-Critical Electron Density Laser-Plasma Corona

The second region considered is the hot, coronal plasma at sub-critical elec-

tron densities. Specifically, the plasma conditions considered here correspond to the

magenta-circle marker in Figure 3.1a, at radius r = 470µm. Here, Te = 3013 eV,

Ti = 1281 eV and TR = 198 eV. The plasma electron density is ∼0.5 ×nc, with

number densities of ne = 4.47 × 102‘ cm−3 and ni = 1.67 × 1020 cm−3 respectively

for the electron and ion densities. For the K2-VFP kinetic distribution, δ = 0.045.

In addition, we also consider the super-Gaussian Langdon distribution produced by

collisional laser absorption as described by Equations 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. The super-

Gaussian exponent m is calculated from local plasma conditions and the local laser

intensity, found to be m ∼ 2.7 here. With respect to the Maxwellian electron energy

distribution, δ = 0.06 from the Langdon electron energy distribution.

The electron energy distributions are shown in Figure 3.5, as well as the difference

between these different populations. The general behavior of the non-Maxwellian

distributions here are opposite to those observed from the K2-VFP energy distribu-

tions observed in the electron-ablation dominated region, with a deficit of electrons

about the Maxwellian peak of εM ∼ 1.5 keV, a surfeit of moderate energy (2-7 ×εM)

electrons, and finally a dearth of electrons in the high energy tail. More specifically,

for the K2-VFP distribution there are 1.7% fewer electrons at energies ε < 1700 eV,

4.6% more electrons for 1700 eV < ε < 7800 eV, and 3% fewer electrons for ε > 7800

eV in the high energy tail. For the Langdon super-Gaussian distribution, there are

4.3% fewer electrons at energies ε < 2400 eV, 6.1% more electrons for 2400 eV < ε <

10500 eV, and 1.8% fewer electrons for ε > 10500 eV in the high energy tail.

Figure 3.6 shows the subsequent spectral emissivities produced from Cretin collisional-

radiative calculations which consider the Maxwellian, K2-VFP kinetic, and Langdon
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super-Gaussian electron energy distributions. In the high energy range of the spectra,

it can be observed that both continuum emission and line emission from the K−shell

are lower in the non-Maxwellian cases, with the greater reduction in intensity from

various transitions from the K2-VFP plasma. This behavior is consistent with the

larger deficit in the high energy tail of the K2-VFP distribution (3%) compared to the

Langdon distribution (1.8%) observed in Figure 3.5b. Looking at the 2−1 K−shell

feature, both the He-like complexes centered at ∼ 8360 and ∼ 8390 eV from non-

Maxwellian distributions are less intense, consistent with the behavior observed for

higher energy lines. However, the Li-like complexes and complexes from other charge

states are more intense from both non-Maxwellian EEDFs, with a greater increase

from the Langdon distributions. The intensification of these lines is likely due to the

increased population of moderately hot (relative to the thermal electron temperature)

electrons. From these plasma conditions, the frequency-integrated total emission is

4.17 ×1021 ergs/s/cm3 for the Maxwellian distribution, which is an order of magni-

tude smaller than the emissivity of the denser plasma. The emissivities corresponding

to the kinetic and Langdon distributions are 4.03 ×1021 ergs/s/cm3 and 3.99 ×1021

ergs/s/cm3, corresponding to a 3.4% and 4.3% decrease respectively in emissions from

the shape of these electron distributions.

3.5.2 1D Cretin Calculations

We now examine 1D Cretin calculations with conditions from the sphere laser-

plasma profile, first calculating the rates, populations, emissivities and opacities

for each 0D plasma state, and subsequently the emitted radiative spectra from the

plasma by solving the radiation transport equation. We consider plasma conditions

from HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics simulations evolved with both the classical

Spitzer-Harm (SH) electron heat conduction, and the nonlocal SNB electron heat

transport model. Cretin simulations initiated with plasma conditions evolved with
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Figure 3.5: Electron energy distributions from Vlasov-Fokker-Planck calculations
with the K2 code (blue) and from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for electron tem-
perature Te = 3013 eV, using HYDRA plasma conditions from position r = 465µm
in Figure 3.1a.

Spitzer-Harm thermal transport are assumed to have Maxwellian electron distribu-

tions, while simulations initiated with HYDRA-SNB plasma conditions also include

alternate non-Maxwellian descriptions for the electron distributions either due to col-

lisional laser absorption, or due to kinetic effects as calculated from Vlasov-Fokker-
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Figure 3.6: Emissivity spectra from a Maxwellian (red), K2-VFP (blue), and Langdon
(black) electron distributions for a coronal copper plasma, with electron temperature
Te = 3013 eV, ion density 1.67× 1020 cm−3, Ti = 1281 eV and TR = 198 eV.

Planck simulations. For plasma profiles described by Maxwellian or Langdon super-

Gaussian electron distributions, Cretin simulations are initiated with plasma condi-

tions (Te, Ti, TR, ni) taken directly from the HYDRA Lagrangian mesh, which here

consists of approximately 900-1200 zones to ensure < 2.5% variation in the coronal Te

and ne plasma conditions due to resolution effects (for information on zonal resolu-

tion see Appendix A). Cretin calculations with K2-VFP electron distributions utilize

plasma conditions from an 1000 cell uniform mesh (in radial distance r), which are

interpolated from HYDRA simulation outputs. This resolution is necessary to use

the K2 code to calculate the non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution functions

generated from non-classical electron thermal transport. In Cretin simulations, the

electron energy distribution function is discretized into 360 electron energy groups,

distributed uniformly in electron velocity v up to maximum electron energy of 30-40

keV (where ε = kBTe/2 and v =
√
kBTe/me), which ensures < 1% variation in total

radiative flux from resolution effects (see Appendix B).
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Figure 3.7: Copper K-shell line spectra from a Maxwellian (red), K2-VFP (blue),
and Langdon (black) electron distributions for a coronal copper plasma, with electron
temperature Te = 3013 eV, ion density 1.67 × 1020 cm−3, Ti = 1281 eV and TR =
198 eV, from photon energies between 8200-8500 eV where the largest differences in
emission due to non-Maxwellian electron energy distributions are observed.

3.5.2.1 Calculations of Radiation Spectra from Copper Spheres Irradi-

ated by IL = 1015 W/cm2

First, radiation spectra are calculated from plasma conditions generated from

HYDRA-SNB and HYDRA Spitzer-Harm (classical) radiation-hydrodynamics simu-

lations of a 430 µm radius copper-coated carbon sphere irradiated by square pulse

laser of 2 nanosecond duration and 200 picosecond rise time and irradiance IL = 1015

W/cm2, or equivalently peak laser power of 23 terawatts. Electron temperature pro-

files are shown in Figure 3.8 from both HYDRA-SNB and Spitzer-Harm simulations

at t = 200, 500, and 2000 picoseconds. Over the duration of the laser pulse, the

plasma is heated and expands outwards, forming a laser-ablation front. At 200 pi-

coseconds when the laser pulse first reaches peak power, the temperature gradients

very steep (compared to later in time), thus generating the most non-Maxwellian elec-
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tron energy distributions, with δ = 1.9% in the electron-ablation dominated region,

and δ = 6.4% in the near coronal plasma. As the coronal plasma does not expand

much at early time, the incident and reflecting laser is not as strongly attenuated by

collisional absorption and thus the laser field remains intense. These higher intensi-

ties in the coronal plasma support steeper Langdon distributions, with a maximum of

m = 3 and δ = 8% at electron densities near nc. Later in time at t = 500 picoseconds,

after approximately one characteristic crossing time for the ablating plasma to flow

from the critical surface into the coronal region, i.e., at the onset of the steady-state

ablation front, both temperature and density gradient scale-lengths are longer in the

plasma with δ ∼ 1.7% and 4.5% in the electron-ablation and sub-critical coronal

regions of the plasma, respectively, from kinetic electron distributions. The laser en-

ergy is more readily absorbed in the longer scale-length plasma with maximum of

m = 2.7, δ = 6.3% in the coronal plasma. Finally at the end of the pulse duration

at time t = 2000 picoseconds, the non-Maxwellian deviations are the smallest, with

δ ∼ 2% from K2-VFP modeling, and m = 2.5, δ = 4.7% from collisional absorption.

Figure 3.9 displays the calculated radiant intensity emergent from the outer bound-

ary of the sphere, for the plasma conditions corresponding to the temperature pro-

files shown in Figure 3.8, specifically at three times (200, 500, 2000 ps) during

the laser pulse duration, for classical and nonlocal electron transport, and with

Maxwellian, nonlocal-transport-driven non-Maxwellian, and collisional-absorption-

driven non-Maxwellian electron energy distributions. The inset shows the 2−1 transi-

tion K−shell feature. The radiant intensity of 1D Cretin calculations from HYDRA-

interpolated K2-VFP plasma conditions is shown in the inset, but not in the panel

showcasing the full radiation spectra (for clarity see Appendix B). With respect to the

radiant intensity, emission spectra from all conditions are similar with little discrep-

ancies between them; the largest differences in are observed between the HYDRA-SH

and HYDRA-SNB temperature profiles. At t = 200 picoseconds, the integrated radia-
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Figure 3.8: Temperature profiles from HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics simulations
of a copper sphere heated by a 3ω laser with irradiance of ×1015 W/cm2 at 200
picoseconds (red), 500 picoseconds (green) and 2 nanoseconds (blue) and evolved
with either classic Spitzer-Harm (solid) or SNB nonlocal (dashed) electron thermal
heat transport models.

tive flux from HYDRA-SNB simulations is 5.09 terawatts (TW), compared with 5.79

TW from the HYDRA-SH simulation. At this point early in the duration of the laser

pulse, the temperature gradients are very steep and thus nonlocal electron transport

reduces the heat flux. Classical heat transfer overpredicts the electron heat transport,

thereby facilitating the earlier development of a radiation-dominated low-temperature

high-density region on the surface of the sphere. This leads to higher emissions from

the Spitzer-Harm simulation. Later in time at t = 500 picoseconds, the growth of the

radiation-dominated front becomes less pronounced, but more importantly the local

electron heat flux facilitated by the electron temperature gradients saturates, hereby

limiting the injection of energy into the self-emitting region of the sphere. In con-

trast, preheating due to nonlocal electron transport further enhances the growth of

the radiation-dominated front beyond the classical limit, leading to higher radiative

emissions (7.56 TW versus 6.98 TW) in the HYDRA-SNB simulation. This behavior

persists over the duration of the laser pulse, and at t = 2000 picoseconds the HYDRA-
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SNB simulation emits 8.10 TW compared to 6.62 TW from the classical simulation.

In contrast to Maxwellian electron distributions, the emitted radiative power from

Cretin simulations, which include descriptions of Langdon electron energy distribu-

tions is 5.10, 7.59, and 8.12 TW respectively for t = 200, 500, and 2000 picoseconds,

for a mere increase of 0.2 − 0.4%. Results from Cretin simulations with K2-VFP

distributions are similar, such that the change in the emissions falls below even the

< 1% threshold dictated by the electron energy group discretization. Overall, we find

that while the entire radiative spectra and subsequently the integrated radiative flux

is affected by the changes in energy transport due to the electron heat flux model,

it is not sensitive to non-Maxwellian departures in f(ε), neither from non-classical

electron transport nor from inverse-bremsstrahlung laser absorption.

Instead, the impact of non-Maxwellian electron distributions is observed in the

K−shell line emissions, specifically in the feature composed of lines due to 2−1 tran-

sitions from various charge-states. Here, the effect of the electron transport model

is also evident, with consistently more intense K−shell emissions from the HYDRA

Spitzer-Harm simulations, including at later time in Figs. 3.9b and 3.9c, despite lower

total radiative emissions from classical electron transport radiation-hydrodynamic

simulations. These K−shell features have less intense He-like lines than those from

the 0D emissivities because they are self-opaque. Instead, lines from the Li-like charge

state are most intense in this feature. For the kinetic electron distributions from K2-

VFP calculations, the largest changes in the radiation intensity are seen at early time

in Figure 3.9a, with increased intensities from lines produced by lower charge (Li-like,

Be-like, B-like, etc) states. This mirrors the observed changes in line intensities in

emissivities from 0D calculations. With respect to the strongest emission at ∼ 8340

eV associated with the Li-like complex, the K2-VFP electron distributions lead to

an increased in the intensity of 6%. Later in time, this difference becomes much

smaller, reducing to less than one percent due to smoother temperature gradients.
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Alternatively, the consideration of Langdon super-Gaussian distributions produces a

greater effect. For example, the intensity of the Li-like complex is enhanced by 10%.

In contrast to K2-VFP distributions, this effect is persistent over the duration of the

laser pulse.
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(a) t = 200 picoseconds

(b) t = 500 picoseconds

(c) t = 2 nanoseconds

Figure 3.9: Emitted spectral power emitted from Cu-spheres irradiated at 1015 W/cm2

at three times, t = 200, 500, 2000 picoseconds from Spitzer-Harm Cu-sphere simulations
(red lines) and SNB Cu-sphere simulations with maxwellian (black lines), Langdon super-
Gaussian (violet lines), and K2-VFP kinetic (violet dashed lines) electron energy distri-
butions. The inset shows a magnified of the largest K−shell features composed of 2−1
transitions from various charge-states.
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3.5.2.2 Dependence of the Emission Spectra on the Material

In addition to copper, we consider other materials for the coated-spheres irradi-

ated at 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity. Specifically, titanium (Z = 22), iron (Z = 26),

and germanium (Z = 32) at nominal solid densities (4.51, 7.86, 10.5 g/cm3) are

studied. The motivation for studying these other materials is two-fold: Firstly, the

variation in material element and atomic structure changes the energy of the charac-

teristic X-ray emission lines Kα1 and Kα2 (which buttresses the lower bound of the

range photonic energies from K−shell line emissions). Specifically, for titanium, iron,

and germanium we have energies of [4, 510.75|4, 504.86] eV, [6, 403.84|6, 390.75] eV,

and [9, 886.42|9, 855.32] eV respectively for the Kα1|Kα2 lines from each material.

Secondly, the deviation of coronal electron distributions from Maxwellian towards

super-Gaussian due to collisional laser absorption is dictated by α which is propor-

tional to the the ionization of the coronal plasma. So changing materials varies the

mean ionization Z in the plasma corona, which varies the strength of the Langdon

effect.

Again, from HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of each respective ma-

terial, plasma conditions are considered from t = 200, 500 and 2000 picoseconds in

1D Cretin simulations. In regards to the total radiation emission spectra, the behav-

ior is similar to that of the copper sphere, namely we find non-Maxwellian electron

distribution functions exhibit little influence–a few tenths of a percent–on the emit-

ted radiative power, while radiation-hydrodynamic simulations with nonlocal electron

transport radiate more energy, with the exception of very early in time (t = 200 ps),

when radiation-hydrodynamic simulations employing classical electron thermal trans-

port feature faster developing and–subsequently–hotter radiation-dominated temper-

ature fronts. The influence of the macroscopic and microscopic changes in plasma

conditions on the emissions from the 2−1 transition K−shell feature for the different

materials and different times is shown in Figure 3.10. Generally, plasma conditions
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from HYDRA-SH simulations produce higher K−shell emissions with the exception

of very late time in the titanium sphere shown in Fig. 3.10a. In regards to the

non-Maxwellian energy distributions, Langdon distributions produce the largest im-

pact on the radiative emissions, consistently increasing the strength of the highest

emission within the Li-like complex. This intensity is enhanced by 8-10% for copper,

iron, and germanium. Finally, the smallest changes in both the total emission and

specific line features with respect to the Maxwellian 1D plasma are observed from

Cretin calculations with K2-VFP distributions.
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(a) Titanium, t = 200 ps (b) Titanium, t = 500 ps (c) Titanium, t = 2000 ps

(d) Iron, t = 200 ps (e) Iron, t = 500 ps (f) Iron, t = 2000 ps

(g) Copper, t = 200 ps (h) Copper, t = 500 ps (i) Copper, t = 2000 ps

(j) Germanium, t = 200 ps (k) Germanium, t = 500 ps (l) Germanium, t = 2000 ps

Figure 3.10: Integrated spectral power of the 2− 1 transition K-shell feature for (a-c) titanium,
(d-f) iron, (g-i) copper, and (j-l) germanium at three times, t = 200, 500, 2000 picoseconds, from
HYDRA-Spitzer-Harm plasma conditions (red lines), and HYDRA-SNB conditions with Maxwellian
(black lines), K2-VFP kinetic (violet dashed lines) and Langdon super-Gaussian (violet solid lines)
electron energy distribution functions.
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3.6 Discussion

In 0D Cretin calculations with select plasma conditions from the copper sphere, it

is observed that non-Maxwellian electron distributions modify the total emissivity by

3-4%, and consistently increase intensity of the largest non-Helium lines in the 2−1

transition K−shell feature by 10-20%. When radiation transport is considered in 1D

Cretin simulations, an approximately 10% increase in the intensities of the dominant

K−shell feature is still observed, however the effect on the total radiative flux is

greatly diminished so as to be negligible. This is due to the contribution to the radi-

ation emissions from the low-foot radiation-dominated portion of the laser-ablation

front. This region is much cooler than the corona with temperatures of hundreds of

eV. However it is also denser with ne > 10×nc, so the intensities of the more strongest

L− andM−shell lines from photon energies up to 3 keV is 10×-100× greater than the

intensities of those lines produced from the electron-dominated and coronal plasmas

in the laser-ablation front. As a result, the radiative contribution from this region

supersedes any variations in emissivity due to temperatures or electron distributions

in plasma from the coronal and electron-dominated regions of the laser-plasma.

In contrast, the higher energy K−shell lines do not see significant contribution

from the cooler plasma and is more reflective of conditions in the hotter and less

dense plasma. For all plasma conditions, the classical HYDRA simulations produce

the highest emissions in the K−shell. This implies that contributions to the K−shell

emissions are predominantly from the electron heat flux dominated region of the

ablation front, spanning electron densities of (1− 10)×nc and electron temperatures

of a few hundred eV near the onset of the radiation-dominated front to 2-3 keV

near the critical surface. The temperature of this region is dictated by the peak

electron heat flux near nc, which is smaller in the nonlocal simulation, thus leading

to lower emissions. However it is also observed that the nonlocal plasma conditions

with Langdon distributions have increased emissions in the K−shell. Because the
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Langdon effect can only be stimulated by a persistent laser field, these effects are

solely attributed to modifications in emissivities from plasma with densities ne < nc,

indicating that the coronal plasma also contributes to this feature.

These multiple sensitivities of the K−shell features suggest that it is not a very

promising portion of the spectra to analyze experiments of this system because

changes in these features can originate from different regions of the laser-plasma,

which makes the interpretation of any measurement challenging. And though non-

Maxwellian electron distributions affect the line intensities, discrepancies relative to

classical thermal transport are ∼ 10% in these line features, which may not be dif-

ferentiable in an experiment. Furthermore, a larger problem with considering this

K−shell feature is highlighted by the qualitative similarity in the feature shapes from

HYDRA simulations evolved with classical or nonlocal transport. Compared to the

non-Maxwellian Cretin simulations, these similarities indicate that this feature ex-

hibits low sensitivity to variations in electron temperatures in the electron-dominated

and coronal plasma regions. The largest differences between local and nonlocal simu-

lations is observed in the radiative spectra at early times (t = 200 ps), which is during

a transitory phase in the evolution of the laser-plasma ablation front.

From radiation-hydrodynamics, Vlasov-Fokker-Planck, and atomic-kinetics simu-

lations of plasma conditions generated from laser-heating with irradiance IL = 1015

W/cm2, we see no reason to extend the study to consider a larger range of laser inten-

sities. Firstly at lower laser intensities, non-Maxwellian effects become less significant.

The laser-plasma is cooler and smoother so the thermal transport is more classical.

And in the corona, reduced collisional-heating cannot sustain as steep electron energy

distributions. Conversely, for higher laser intensities LPI effects become increasingly

important to consider.
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3.7 Conclusions

In summary, an investigation into the effect of non-Maxwellian electron energy

distributions upon radiation emissions in the laser-irradiated sphere system is per-

formed. The study employs an a posteriori hybrid approach that couples information

from K2-VFP kinetic simulations and the atomic-kinetics code Cretin to calculate the

radiation emissions from radiation-hydrodynamics simulations with HYDRA. This

framework can be used to generally consider any non-Maxwellian electron distribu-

tions, specifically from other physics such as hot-electron generating laser-plasma

interactions like the two-plasmon decay instability, the stimulated Raman scattering

instability, or resonant absorption at the critical electron density. The present study

considers the impact of non-Maxwellian electron distributions from either nonlocal

electron transport or the Langdon effect, and finds that the effect upon the radiation

emissions from these mid-Z materials irradiated by 3ω laser of irradiance 1 ×1015

W/cm2 is a few tenths of a percent change to the total radiative flux, and up to

10% increase in intensity of certain line features from the K−shell. These differences

may not be detectable in an experiment, and thus could (in the author’s opinion)

be considered negligible. This negative result does suggest that for electron heat

transport modeling in laser-plasmas at these intensities for these materials, it is not

necessary to precisely characterize the nonlocal deviation of the electron distribu-

tion function, provided that the nonlocal modification to the electron heat flux is

accurately calculated. This approach can also be used to consider non-Maxwellian

electron distributions from other physical phenomena such as hot-electron generating

LPI like the Two-Plasmon-Decay instability or stimulated Raman scattering.
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CHAPTER IV

Summary and Future Work

4.1 Summary

The broad goal of this dissertation is to study the role of electron heat trans-

port modeling in laser-plasmas at intensities relevant to laser inertial confinement

fusion designs and related experiments. Specifically, this problem is investigated in

the laser-plasma that develops from a solid-sphere in direct-drive configuration, which

mirrors tested experimental platforms relevant to ICF [76],[77],[78],[79]. This investi-

gation of laser-irradiated spheres –split into two parts – composes the entirety of this

dissertation.

In Chapter II, the effect of nonlocal electron heat transport in the sphere as

modeled by the SNB reduced-nonlocal model first proposed by Schurtz, Nicolai, and

Busquet [1] was investigated in a series of rigorous studies. First we evaluated the per-

formance of the SNB model through comparisons with Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP)

kinetic calculations from the code K2. These comparisons indicated that the SNB

model exhibits peak heat fluxes within 10% of the VFP prediction, which is a substan-

tial improvement over the Spitzer-Harm heat flux. It bears reiterating here that this

SNB model includes the improvements suggested by Brodrick [2]. Additionally, this

study is notable in that it represents the first collection of integrated simulations con-

sidering the SNB model with Brodrick’s corrections; previous work only considered
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these effects in stationary, simplified plasma conditions pertinent to hohlraum model-

ing. In HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics simulations, the SNB model was compared

against flux-limited classical Spitzer-Harm electron heat transport to assess the effect

of nonlocal transport on the laser-plasma ablation front. It was found that nonlocal

heat transport produces cooler coronal plasma temperatures from the reduced, delo-

calized heat transport in this region, and higher (radiative) conversion efficiency from

the laser-heated plasma due to enhanced energy transport from nonlocal electron pre-

heat to the radiation-dominated front. This result falls beyond the parameter space of

plasma conditions produced when employing classical electron heat transport. This

result is significant because it both correlates directly to experimental measurables

and is physically explained by different aspects of nonlocal deviations of the electron

heat transport.

In Chapter III, the study of the laser-irradiated sphere is extended further towards

modeling not only the nonlocal heat transport, but also the non-Maxwellian electron

energy distributions, which we hypothesized could produce a noticeable impact to

the radiative properties of the plasma. In addition, this work also studies the effect

non-Maxwellian electron distributions from the inverse-bremsstrahlung laser heating.

In order to consider non-Maxwellian electron distributions, collisional rates in the

Cretin atomic-kinetics code were calculated using discrete electron energy distribu-

tions, with specific distribution information supplied either from the K2 code [62] or

from analytic theory [68]. In order to computationally assess these non-Maxwellian

effects, an a posteriori hybrid scheme was used, composed of radiation-hydrodynamic,

Vlasov-Fokker-Planck, and collisional-radiative atomic-kinetics codes and approaches.

This study found that non-Maxwellian electrons did not affect the total radiative flux

from the laser-irradiated sphere, but did affect the intensity of the K−shell features.

However, the changes in these features are small and are unlikely to be differentiable

by experimental diagnostics. Collectively, these results suggest that non-Maxwellian
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electron distributions have little influence in the laser-irradiated sphere, which coun-

ters our original hypothesis. This negative result also implies that the SNB model

employed in the previous study is sufficient for modeling electron transport effects in

the laser-irradiated sphere.

4.2 Future Work

This dissertation presents numerous opportunities to improve and extend the

work. Here, we will discuss some limitations of the research, and specify potential

avenues for further studies.

4.2.1 Improving Laser Modeling

As was described in Chapter I, the three dominant energy transport mechanisms in

the laser-plasma ablation front are radiation transport, electron transport, and laser-

plasma coupling. In this study, the radiation transport modeling can be enhanced

with improved atomic-physics models, and of course the core operative of this work

is to assess the impact of electron transport modeling. Presently, the laser absorption

is assumed to be solely from inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption, and the exclusion

of the effects of additional laser-plasma interactions (LPI) beyond collisional laser

absorption is a clear deficiency in present modeling efforts. Including LPI effects is

the logical next step for a more comprehensive model of the laser-irradiated sphere.

In HYDRA, the inline LPI model could be leveraged to include the effect of cross-

beam energy transfer (CBET) from stimulated Brillouin scattering, and stimulated

Raman scattering (SRS) induced backscattering [113]. However, in these models there

exist phenomenological multipliers like limits on ion acoustic wave amplitudes [114],

and additionally the SRS backscattering model is post hoc. Alternatively, one could

consider a more precise inline inverse ray-trace approach [115][98] that also accounts

for beam polarization rotation.
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These models account for the modification in laser energy deposition, but do not

account for the effect of hot electrons produced by SRS, as well as by the two-plasmon

decay instability and resonant laser absorption. For these various LPI, hot electron

scalings relevant to laser-plasma conditions at these intensities are determined from

experiments [17]. Unfortunately the SNB model does not consider the electron distri-

bution function in its heat flux calculation and thus cannot consistently incorporate

hot electron effects in a radiation-hydrodynamic model. However the transport of

hot electrons generated by LPI can be consistently modeled in a kinetic code such as

K2, which could – with no small effort – be coupled to a radiation-hydrodynamics

code. Alternatively, the resulting electron distributions from K2 simulations could be

readily supplied to the simulation-framework used in Chapter 3 to calculate the effect

on the radiative properties of the laser-plasma front induced by these hot electrons.

Finally, while we considered the effect of the plasmas’ non-Maxwellian electrons

distributions upon radiation transport from collisional absorption, we did not con-

sider the role of the Langdon effect on electron heat transport. The super-Gaussian

electron distributions will change the electron heat transport directly by modify-

ing f1, and implicitly by changing the laser absorption from collisional heating [91].

These effects from super-Gaussian distributions can be accounted for with an inline

inverse-bremsstrahlung modification on the laser absorption [68], coupled with a re-

cently developed SNB model that can calculate the nonlocal transport deviation from

super-Gaussian distributions (as opposed to Maxwellian) [116].

4.2.2 Laser-Heated Gas Jet

To improve models of the the laser-irradiated sphere, it is necessary to include and

study the effects of additional laser physics. If instead one desires to further study

nonlocal electron transport and/or non-Maxwellian distributions, it is worthwhile to

consider a laser-heated gas jet [117] instead of the solid laser-irradiated sphere. In
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this system, the laser propagates through the underdense gas, providing a consistent

temperature source that sustains a radially propagating heat front into a relatively

uniform density plasma. Here, the lower electron density (ne ∼ 1019 cm−3) reduces

λei, enabling nonlocal electron transport at lower electron temperatures and laser

intensities. At lower laser intensities, the non-Maxwellian influence of both the Lang-

don effect and potential LPI could be reduced. And in the laser-irradiated sphere,

though differences were observed in the radiative emission spectra in the coronal

plasma, these effects were obfuscated in the emitted radiative spectra by the large

radiative contribution from the dense, radiation-dominated front. In contrast, the

entire laser-plasma in a gas jet is coronal plasma, so these emissivities are further

isolated and the possibility of measuring differences in their emissivities is enhanced.

In addition, non-Maxwellian electrons can be generated in the laser-heated gas jet

from heating of gas clusters [118]. Like in chapter III, line emissions from K−shell

transitions are sensitive to non-Maxwellian electrons, provided the differences in the

electron distributions are at energies sufficient to stimulate these transitions. And the

photon energies from the K−shell can be modulated by varying the gas composition.

For example the noble gases neon, argon, and krypton have K-α energies of ∼ 850,

3000, and 12,600 eV respectively. Furthermore, L−shell emissions (L-α ∼ 1600 eV)

could also be considered for krypton gas.
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APPENDIX A

Numerical Convergence of the 1D Sphere Model in

HYDRA

Here, details of a convergence study for the 1D Lagrangian laser-sphere model

used in HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics simulations is discussed. The work here

informs the appropriate simulation resolutions for sphere studies in this dissertation.

A.1 Numerical Convergence of the 1D Sphere Model in HY-

DRA

In simulations of laser-irradiated plasmas, strong laser energy deposition occurs

in the plasma at densities close to the critical density. If there are too few zones in

this area of the plasma, the density profile is insufficiently resolved and the resulting

ablation pressure PA is inaccurately calculated [119]. As the ablation pressure affects

the development of the strong Te and ne gradients in this region, we perform a con-

vergence study to constrain our observations. In the laser-irradiated sphere model,

the narrowest zone with width ∆x is on the outer surface; subsequent zone widths are

proportionally increased by a feathering ratio Rf < 1 such that the nth zone thickness

is ∆xn = ∆x/Rn
f . For these simulations, a minimum zone width of 1.25 nm is used
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and Rf is varied from 0.9900-0.9997, corresponding to Lagrangian simulations with

∼ 600 to ∼ 4800 zones for the coarsest and finest resolutions.

The prescribed Lagrangian zoning and resolution is not arbitrary, and can be

physically justified. It is the opinion of the author of this dissertation that this point

is worth emphasizing and discussing here. As mentioned by Scheiner et al. [119],

insufficient numerical resolution affects the ablation pressure generated by laser energy

deposition. The discrepancies in the predicted ablation pressure emerges because the

density profile near nc in a–laser-driven–free-expansion is exponential. In the case of

an under-resolved density profile, a different mass of plasma at sub-critical densities is

predicted from Lagrangian approaches, where specifically simulations with inadequate

resolutions produce excessive inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption in the laser-plasma

that subsequently drives higher ablation pressures. To ensure the laser deposition

is accurately modeled the Lagrangian zones should resolve the minimum density-

gradient scale-length Lne driven by the laser intensity near nc. Lne was not determined

for these studies, and instead we use Lne = 0.33 µm as reported by Scheiner et al [119],

which was determined from studies of laser-plasmas in similar geometries (spherical)

and subject to comparable laser irradiances (IL = 7.9 × 1014 W/cm2). The density

at critical is nc ∼ 9× 1021 cm−3, whereas the initial Lagrangian zonal resolution is at

solid density. Considering copper with density ρ = 8.98 g/cm3, this suggests ∆x ∼ 1.2

nm expands to ∆xcritical = 0.33 µm. As the laser(s) heats and ablates the plasma,

Lne increases due to the bulk heating and expansion of the plasma, as well from the

attenuation of ablation pressure necessary to sustain the strong density gradients.

The ablation pressure attenuates because of the accumulation of ablating mass in the

coronal plasma, which enhances the laser energy deposition and subsequently reduces

the laser intensity near nc. In practice, this relaxation of Lne enables zones to be

relaxed with feathering ration Rf to reduce the computational cost. The specific

limitations for this feathering ratio are assessed in this resolution study.
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Figure A.1: Electron temperature (orange) and density (blue) convergence results at
r = 820 µm at t = 1 ns as well as total energy coupling (green) for aluminum spheres
simulations using the (left) Spitzer-Harm (f = 0.05) and (right) SNB electron thermal
transport models. The error percentage is the normalized deviation from the highest
resolution calculations. Solid black line: linear convergence rate; dashed black line:
2.5% error.

We quantify the convergence by the variation of the instantaneous coronal elec-

tron temperatures and densities at t = 1 ns, taken r = 820 µm or 390 µm from

the initial sphere surface, as well as in the integrated quantity of total laser energy

absorption during the simulation duration. The relative variation in Te, ne and laser

absorption is calculated as ε =
∣∣∣y1−y0y0

∣∣∣, where y0 is from a maximum resolution 1D

simulation using 4800 Lagrangian zones. Figure A.1 shows the convergence behavior

in observables from aluminum spheres, which exhibits the largest error of the materi-

als under consideration. The convergence behavior is close to first-order, i.e., ε ∝ N−1

where N is the number of zones. HYDRA SNB simulations also exhibit first-order

convergence, but with significantly smaller errors. For an error of ε < 0.025 in Te,

ne and laser absorption, f = 0.05 Spitzer-Harm HYDRA simulations require ∼ 2600

Lagrangian zones, while SNB simulations require ∼ 900 Lagrangian zones. Smaller
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errors are observed in HYDRA-SNB simulations because the nonlocal transport in-

corporates information from the entire temperature profile, producing a more precise

heat flux calculation with respect to numerical resolution. In addition, flux-limited

(f = 0.05) Spitzer-Harm simulations introduce numerical discontinuities in the heat

flux description, which necessitates more stringent resolution requirements. For the

studies presented above, ∼2600 zones are used to ensure < 2.5% variation in laser

absorption, coronal Te and ne due to resolution effects in Chapter (sphere chapter

ref). In Chapter (non-Maxwell), HYDRA simulations are performed with either non-

local electron heat transport or non-flux-limited Spitzer-Harm heat flux, so a less

restrictive Lagrangian resolution equivalent to ∼ 900 zones is used.
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APPENDIX B

Cretin Simulation Details: Convergence and Spatial

Resolution

In Chapter 2, Cretin simulations are used to calculate detailed radiation spectra

from HYDRA plasma conditions and to consider the effect of non-Maxwellian electron

energy distributions upon the laser-plasmas’ radiative properties. The employment of

a discrete description for these electron distributions naturally introduces additional

numerical errors that are characterized here. In addition, the retrieval of K2-VFP

kinetic information from HYDRA simulations necessitates the interpolation of plasma

conditions from a Lagrangian description to a Eulerian description. This affects the

radiation spectra predicted from 1D Cretin calculations, and is discussed here.

B.1 Numerical Convergence of Discrete Electron Energy Dis-

tributions in Cretin simulations

In Cretin, non-Maxwellian electron distributions are described by defining electron

densities for N discrete electron energy groups, which can be arbitrarily spaced. Fol-

lowing the convention of the electron velocity distributions in the K2 Vlasov-Fokker-

Planck kinetic code, the electron energy distributions in this study are uniformly dis-
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cretized in velocity-space, or equivalently, quadratically discretized in energy space

since the electron energy E = 1
2
mev

2. We assess the effect of varying both the num-

ber of electron energy groups N , and of varying the maximum upper bound Emax in

electron energy on Cretin predictions with discrete electron energy distributions.

Convergence studies are considered for two 0D copper plasma conditions which

correspond to plasma conditions in the electron-heat-dominated ablation front, and

in the sub-critical coronal plasma from a HYDRA simulation of a copper-sphere

irradiated by a laser of intensity 1015 W/cm2 at t = 500 ps. At the first position,

the electron density is ∼ 2 × nc, and the temperatures are Te = 1235 eV, Ti = 1098

eV, and TR = 217 eV respectively for the electrons and ions, and for the radiation

field. The ionization is Z = 26.53. At the second position, the electron density is

∼ 0.5× nc, and the temperatures are Te = 3012 eV, Ti = 1281 eV, and TR = 198 eV

respectively for the electrons and ions, and for the radiation field. The ionization is a

little higher here with Z = 26.82. For these two conditions, convergence behavior is

characterized by a difference in flux from the integrated emissivity of the 0D plasma.

This is considered with respect to the total emissivity integrated over the entire

photon energy range, and with respect to the integrated emissivity emergent from

the 2−1 transition K−shell feature, which is integrated between photon energies of

8000-8500 eV.

B.1.1 Maximum Electron Energy

In this study, the maximum electron energy Emax is varied from 10-60 keV. The

simulations are discretized uniformly in velocity-space with the same spacing for each

simulation, such that the number of electron energy groups N varies with Emax, with

1000 discrete electron groups for the highest energy simulation where Emax = 60 keV.

This simulation is used as the control case for calculating errors.

The corresponding errors for the total emissivity and the emissivity from the
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(a) (b)

Figure B.1: Error in the total (blue) integrated and 2-1 transition K-shell feature
integrated emissivities for (a) plasma conditions corresponding to the electron heat
transport dominated ablation front with ne ∼ 2 × nc and (b) the coronal plasma
with nc ∼ 0.5×nc with respect to varying the maximum electron energy Emax of the
energy distribution discretization.

K−shell feature are shown in Figure B.1 for both plasma conditions. Errors are higher

for the K−shell feature because these are amongst the highest energy transitions

(∼ 8 keV) present in the copper emissivity spectra, and thus are the most sensitive

to electrons in the high-energy tail. The convergence behavior is similar, but errors

are larger in the half-critical density plasma condition because it is hotter (3 keV vs

∼ 1.2 keV) and has more electrons at hotter energies.

B.1.2 Number of Electron Groups

In this study, the number of electron energy groups is varied, with fixed upper

bound in electron energy Emax = 30 keV. Again the simulations are discretized

uniformly in velocity-space or quadratically in energy space, with a control simulation

consisting of maximum N = 1000 electron groups. The subsequent errors in the total

and K−shell emissions is shown in Figure B.2 for both plasma conditions. The

convergence behavior with respect to number of electron groups is less obvious than

with respect to Emax, especially when considering the integrated emissivity from the
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(a) (b)

Figure B.2: Error in the total (blue) integrated and 2−1 transition K−shell feature
integrated emissivities for (a) plasma conditions corresponding to the electron heat
transport dominated ablation front with ne ∼ 2×nc and (b) the coronal plasma with
nc ∼ 0.5× nc with respect number of electron energy groups.

K−shell feature. Instead of producing a convergence behavior, the K-shell error

instead appears to be bounded, with 1% error from the denser plasma condition,

and a few-tenths of a percent from the coronal plasma. Considering these results

in assessing Emax and the electron groups, copper simulations are initialized with

N = 360 electron energy groups up to Emax = 30 keV. The maximum error is gated

by the electron group discretization, which ensures< 0.2% error in the total emissions,

and 1% error in K−shell emissivities. Titanium and iron simulations are performed

with an identical electron group discretization, however for germanium Emax = 40

keV is used due to the higher energies in the K−shell transitions.

B.2 Differences in Cretin Simulations with HYDRA and K2-

VFP Plasma Conditions

To calculate K2-VFP kinetic electron energy distributions, HYDRA plasma condi-

tions must be interpolated from the Lagrangian description to the Eulerian description

uniformly discretized in space. The Cretin calculation, which considers the plasma
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Figure B.3: Electron density ne (left) and temperature Te (right) profiles for La-
grangian (black) and Eulerian (blue) descriptions of the laser-plasma ablation front
from copper sphere HYDRA simulations with irradiance IL = 1015 W/cm2 at t = 500
picoseconds. The electron density is limited to 5 × 1023 cm−3 to avoid instability in
the K2-VFP kinetic calculation.

conditions from either description, then exhibits underlying variations in the calcu-

lated radiation spectra reflective of each respective fluid description. Figure ?? shows

the electron temperature and densities for the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions.

As the Eulerian mesh is uniform, those profiles are analogous to the spatial repre-

sentation of the temperature and density profiles. Here, it can be observed that the

radiation-dominated ablation front and electron-heat-transport dominated ablation

fronts have very different numerical resolutions in each description. This is because

numerical zones in the Lagrangian description are (nearly) uniformly distributed in

mass as opposed to space. The radiation-dominated ablation front is ≈ 15µm in

thickness, and is considerably denser than the electron-ablation front and plasma

corona, with ∼ 250 Lagrangian zones encompassing this region. In contrast, for the

Eulerian description with ∆r ≈ 0.92 µm, only 16 numerical cells describes this region.

Similarly, the ∼ 30µm thick electron-thermal-transport dominated ablation region is

represented with approximately 32 Eulerian cells compared to about 85 Lagrangian

zones.

The subsequent radiative emission spectra calculated at the outer radius from

Cretin is shown in Figure B.4, with focus on the spectral energy ranges that contain
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Figure B.4: Generated emitted radiative spectra at the outer boundary of the sphere
system from Lagrangian (black) and Eulerian (blue) descriptions of the laser-plasma
ablation front from copper sphere HYDRA simulations with irradiance IL = 1015

W/cm2 at t = 500 picoseconds. The left panel shows spectra details from lower
energy (< 2.5 keV) thermal radiation composed of continuum radiation as well as line
emissions from L− and M−shell transitions, while the right panel shows the spectra
for the 2-1 transition K−shell feature.

background continuum radiation as well as line emissions from the K−, L−, and

M−shell transitions. It is evident that Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions predict

different intensities from the lower energy L− and M− shell transitions, with the

Lagrangian description predicting higher radiative fluxes from theM−shell, while the

Eulerian simulation predicts a substantially higher intensity from the L−shell line at

∼ 1100 eV. The total radiative flux also differs, with the Eulerian case emitting 7.657

TW of power compared to 7.564 TW from the Lagrangian simulation.

To interpret differences from each simulation it is first necessary to evaluate where

regions of the plasma profiles from each description may be under-resolved. As a

cursory approach, the system is evaluated based upon the density gradient scale

length Lne = |ne/(∂ne/∂r)|. Ostensibly, one desires the zone/cell width ∆r to be

comparable or smaller to Lne in order to sufficiently resolve the density profile.

In the radiation-dominated thermal front Lne ranges from 1-27 µm (microns).

The minimum value for Lne here is about micron, located at the lowest temperature

foot of the radiation front where the electron density approaches the artificial limit
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of 5 × 1023 cm−3 – necessary for stability of K2-VFP simulations – and the elec-

tron temperature ranges from 10 − 100 eV. Lne is maximum in the flat-top region

where Te = 150 − 250 eV, hovering at ∼ 30 µm here. For the Lagrangian simula-

tion, ∆r ∼ 0.06µm (15µm/250 zones). In the electron-thermal-transport dominated

ablation front, the density gradient scale length is smallest (≈ 2µm) at the foot of

this temperature front, where electron temperatures range from 200-500 eV. For the

Lagrangian description, ∆r ∼ 0.06 still at the interface of the two heat fronts because

the Lagrangian spacing is inversely proportionate to ρ. Finally, in the coronal plasma

the density profiles are much smoother with Lne = 50− 100 µm, and the Lagrangian

resolution is approximately 2 microns here.

For the Eulerian description, it is evident that the cell resolution (∆r ≈ 0.92 µm)

is comparable to the density gradient scale length at the lower temperature portion

of the radiation foot where electron temperatures range from tens up to a hundred

eV, and in the low foot of the electron ablation front with temperatures of a few

hundred eV. In contrast, the Lagrangian description is more resolved in these two

regions of the laser-plasma. In the coronal region, both descriptions give comparable

numerical resolution. The differences in numerical resolution in the plasma profile

mirrors the observed discrepancies, in the Cretin spectra, which manifests in the L−

andM−shell lines that emerge primarily from denser, inner radiation dominated and

electron dominated ablation regions. In contrast, because the K−shell lines largely

originate from the hotter, less dense outer coronal plasma, we find these features are

insensitive to the Lagrangian or Eulerian descriptions.
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